
INTRODUCTIDN

Inspired by the linearity properties which are a common feature of most
classical spaces, Libois has ihtroduced the notion of linear space around
1960. A linear space is a set of elements ca11ed points, provided with a
family of subsets, called lines, such that any two points are in exactly one
line, each line containing at least two points. Buekenhcut introduced then
the notion of planar space, that is a linear space provided with a fami)y of
distinguished linear subspaces, called planes. such that any three non-col
linear points are in exactly one plane, each plane containing at least three
non-collinear points.

Dne of the reasons for the success of these notions is that projective
and affine spaces may be entirely characterized by their linear (or planar)
structure. Indeed, by the classical work of Veblen and Young at the beginning
of this century, the projective spaces are exactly the linear spaces (endowed
with all their linear subspaces) in which any two intersecting lines are con
tained in a linear subspace which is a projective plane. In other words, a
planar space in which all planes are projectiv~ planes consists of the points,
lines and planes of some projective space. Dn the other hand, by a theorem of
Buekenhout (1969), the affine spaces of order , 4 are exactly the linear spaces
(endowed with all their linear subspaces) in which any two intersectin9 lines
are contained in a linear subspace which is an affine plane of order , 4. In
other words, a planar space in which a11 p1anes are affine p1anes of order , 4

consists of the points, lines and p1anes of some affine space (in order to cha
racterize the affine spaces of order ~ 3, the on1y additional requirement is
the transitivity of the paral1elism relation on lines).

Linear and planar spaces correspond respectively to the diagrams

and L L
o>--=---<o~=--<o

and are particular cases of the more general notion of n-dimensional linear
space (or geometric lattice or simple matroid), correspondin9 tothe diagram

o,"""""",L=---<>o---=L'--<Ol--=.L-'<0 o L o
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The ~se of diagrams goes back to Dynkin and Coxeter. Diagrams for geometries,

appearing around 1955 in Tits'geometric interpretation of the simple groups
of Lie-Chevalley type, were later generalized by Buekenhout in an attempt to
associate a geometry to the sporadic simple groups. The above mentioned point

line characterizations of the Desarguesian affine and projective spaces form
only a small part of a recently achieved characterization of alI Lie incidence
geometri es in terms of points and lines. This remarkable work, associated with
the names Veldkamp, Tits, Buekenhout, Shult, Cohen and Cooperstein, is fascina

ting in the sense that very complex geometri c structures are characterized by
a few simple axloms lnvolving ooly points and llnes.

Let us go back ID li. elementary notion of linear space. If X is a non-empty
subset of a linear space S, the linear space induced on X is defined as follows

its points are those of X and its lines are the intersections of X with the
lines of S having at least two points in X.

Clearly the class of finite linear spaces is much too wide to allow a com
plete classification : for example, the structure induced on any non-empty subset
cf a finite projective space is a linear space. This raises three types cf problerns

(i) find sufficient conditions for a finite linear space to be embeddable in some
finite projective space,

(ii) classify the finite linear spaces satisfying some given combinatorial requ
laritycondition,

(iii) classify the finite linear spaces whose automorphism 9rouP is transitive on
some given configurations cf points and lines.

Of course, similar types of problems may also be formulated for planar spaces.
These lecture notes will essentially focus on problems of type (ii1, and the

results will have some consequences for problems of type (i). Although this will
not be our topic here, let us mention that much progress was made recently on

problems of type (iii), mainly because of the classification of all finite simple
groups.
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In Chapter I. the reader will find the definitions of most of the notions
appearing later, as well as some basic theorems (numbered in the left margin)

which will be used in subsequent chapters. The only original result in Chaoter r
concerns LO-spaces, i.e non-trivial planar spaces al1 of whose planes are
isomorphic to some given linear space LO, the corresponding diagram being

o
o L o L o

Finite LO-spaces have been investigated by Buekenhout, Deherder, Brouwer,
Leonard and myse1f, but examples other than projective or affine spaces or
Steiner systems S(3,k,v) seem to be extremely rare. On~òther hand, very 1ittle
is known about planar spaces with diagram

even in the case where LO is a projective plane. We prove that a finite planar
space adrnitting diagram

LO o
o o L o

fs necessarily a 3-dfmensfonal generalfzed projectfve space.
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In Chapter II, starting fram the abservation that the genera1ized pro
jective spaces of dirnension ~ 3 are characterized by the fact that for any
two disjoint 1ines L and L', any point outside L U L' is on exactly one line
intersecting both L and L', we comp1ete1y c1assify (in a joint work with
A. Beute1spacher) the finite 1inear spaces S satisfying the fo110wing condition

(02) there is an integer d2 such that for any pair of disjoint lines L and L',
any point outside L U L' is on exactly d2 lines intersecting both L and L'.

Such a space S is a generalized projective space of dimension ~ 3, or PG(d, l)

with d • 4, or a semi-affine p1ane or a sma11 exceptional space with 7 points.

Condition (02) can be interpreted in terms of metrical regu1arity in the

incidence graph of S, as suggested by the figures below, which are self-explana
tory :

0.4

(02)

L

L----.-t-:....c::::,.. x

L'

.L

More general1y, we wi11 say that a 1inear space S satisfies condition

(J.i.j.k;t.m,n) where J is either the point set J' or the 1ine set! of Sand
i,j,k,l,m,n are positive integers, if there is an integer c such that far any
triple (u,v.w) of vertices of the incidence graph 1of S where u E ~ and

d(u.v) = i, d(v,w) = j, d(w,u) = k, there are exactly c vertices of 1which
are simu1taneously at distance t from u, m from v and n from w.

We prove that condifion (01). pictured below, is stronger than (02).

(01 )

L

x x <:::-+--LU

L

4

L'
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We also prove that the finite non-trivial linear spaces satisfying

L

( 00)

L'

(with do > O) either satisfy (D2) or are obtained from an affine plane by

deleting a line or a point, or is an affino-projective plane.

x

Generalizing a problem proposed by Cameron in 1980, we investigate the

conditions obtained from the preceding ones by starting with an ordered pair
of intersecting lines L and L' instead of an ordered pair of disjoint lines,
that is

(12)

(11 ) "- ..O...>.~:x

L'

x~--1--4..f

xL'

L

(IO)
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These three conditions are equivalent in the case of Steiner systems S(2.k,v).
The only known examples of finite non-trivial llnear spaces satisfying one of
them are certain semi-affine planes and the 5(2,2,v)'s. We prove that any other
example would necessarily be a Steiner system S(2,k,v) whose parameters k and i2
satisfy very strong arithmetical conditions : for example, if k ( 100, there
remain only six admissible pairs (i 2,k).

We end Chapter Il by proving that the finite non-trivial 11near spaces
satisfying condition

( lO)

(which means that there is an int&ger 6 such that for any two intersecting
1ines L and L', there are exactly'6 lines disjoint from L U L')
are exactly the Steiner systems S(2,k,v) with k < v.

In Chapter III, we start from the observation that the 3-dimensional

generalized projective spaces are exactly the planar spaces in which
(I) for every pair (n, n') of planes intersecting in aline, any line

intersecting n intersects n',
and (l') there are at least two planes intersecting in aline.
We first prove that the finite planar spaces satisfying

(II) for every pair (n, n') of planes intersecting in exactly one point,
any line intersectilliln intersects n',
and (II') there are at least two planes intersecting in exactly one point
are essentially obtained by deleting certain points from a 3-dimensiona) pro
jective space; mere precisely, such a space is either obtained from PG(3,k)
by deletfng an affino-projective (but not projective) plane of order k or by
deletìng k collinear points, or'is obtained by adding a new point (joined to
all other points by lines of size 2) to a punctured projective plane or to an
affine plane with one point at infinity or to an affine pIane, or is PG(4,l).
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We a1so investigate the finite planar spaces satisfying
(III) far every pair (n. n') of disjoint p1anes. any 1ine intersecting

n i ntersects nI

and (III') there are at least two disjoint p1anes.
We prove that up to six small uninteresting spaces and up to a possibly empty
c1ass of spaces (in which a11 p1anes admitting a disjoint plane are pairwise
disjoint and which contain at 1east four non-cop1anar points outside the union

of these planes), any finite planar space satisfying (III) and (III') is either
obtained from PG(3,k) by de1eting a line or an affino-projective (but not affine)
p1ane of arder k or is rather unexpected1y related to the Fischer spaces F18 or

F36 constructed from a Hermitian quadric in PG(3.4).



CHAPTER l. OEFINITIONS ANO BASIC RESULTS

1. LINEAR SPACES ANO PLANAR SPACES

A linsar spaoe S is a non-empty set of elements, ca11ed points, provided
with a fami1y of distinguished subsets, ca11ed lines, such that any two points
x and y are in exact1y one 1ine, denoted by <x,y>, and each 1ine contains at
1east two points. S is ca11ed non-trivial if it has at 1east two 1ines, and it
is ca11ed finite }f it has on1y a finite number of points. The size of a 1ine L
is the number. of points of L and the degree of a point x is the number of 1ines
passing through x. We sha11 say that two 1ines interseet if they have exactly
one point in common.

A linear subspaee S' of S is a set of points of S such that any 1ine of
S having at 1east two points in S' is contained in S'. A 1inear subspace S' of
S is ca11ed proper if S' , S.

Ap~ space is a 1inear space provided with a fami1y of distinguished
1inear subspaces ca11ed pZanes, such that any three non-co11inear points x,y,z
are contained in exact1y one p1ane, denoted by <x,y,z>, each p1ane containing
at 1east three non-co11inear points. A planar space is cal1ed non-trivial if it
has at 1east two p1anes. lf L is aline of Sand if x is a point of S outside L,
the unique p1ane containing L and x wi11 be denoted by <L,x>. Simi1ar1y, if L
and L'are two intersecting 1ines of S, the unique p1ane containing L and L'
wi11 be denoted by <L,L'>. Note that if x,y,z are non-co11inear points, the
p1ane x,y,z is not necessari1y the sma11est linear subspace of S containing
x,y,z. Actua11y, any non-trivial 1inear space can be a plane of SOme non-trivia1
planar space.

We sha11 say that aline and a p1ane interseet if they have exact1y one
point in common. Ap~ subspaee S' of S is a 1inear subspace S' of S such
that any p1ane of S having at 1east three non-co11inear points in S is contained
i n S' .

lf X is a non-empty subset of a linear space S, the linear spaee indueed

on Xby S is the 1inear space whose points are the points of X and whose 1ines
are the intersections with X of the 1ines of S having at least. two points in X.
S1mi1ar1y, if S is a planar space and X is a non-empty subset of S, the planar

spaee indueed on Xby S is the planar space whose points are the points of X,
whose 1ines are the intersections with X of the lines of S having at least two
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1.2.

points in X. and whose planes are the intersections with X of the planes of S
having at least three non-collinear points in X.

AcircUÙ1r space G is a non-empty set of elements called points. provided
with a family of distinguished subsets called cir~Les, such that any three points
are in exactly one circle and any circle contains at least three points. A planar
space S whose lines are the unordered pairs of points may be viewed as a circu
lar space in which the circles are the planes of S, and conversely.

2. STEINER SYSTEMS ANO t-OESIGNS.

A Steiner Bystem S(t.k,v) (where t,k,v are integers with 2 , t , k , v)
is a finite set of v elements, called points. provided with a. fami1y of distin
guished k-subsets. called blo~ks, such that any t points are contained in exactly
one block. The Steiner systems S( 2.k.v) are the finite linear spaces of v points
in which alI lines (or blocks) have the same size k.

Aproje~tive p~e is a linear space in which any two lines intersect and
which has at least two lines of size ~ 3. lt is well-known that in a finite
projective pIane S. alI the lines have the same size n+l, where n ~ 2 is called
the arder of the projective pIane, so that S is an S(2, n+l, n2 + n + 1).
Conversely, any Steiner system with these parameters is a projective pIane of
order n. AgeneraZized praje~tive p~ is a non-trivial linear space in which
any two lines intersect. The generalized projective planes which are not pro
jective planes are called degenerate proje~tioe p~s and consist of a line L
and a point x outside L, alI lines joining x to a point of L having size 2.
An affine p~e is a non-trivial linear space in which for any line L, any
point outside L is on exactly one line disjoint fram L. The affine planes of
arder n are exactly the Steiner systems S(2. n. n2).

The Steiner systems S(3.k.v) are the finite circular spaces of v points
in which alI circles have k points. We shall also use this notation for the
planar spaces in which alI lines have two points. the planes being the blocks
of the Steiner system. An inveraive pZane af arder n 15 an S(3, n+l, n2+l).

Hore generally, a t-design S - SA (t.k.v) (where 1 , t , k , v and l'A)
is a finite set of v elements. called pointe. provided with a family of k-subsets,
called blo~ks. such that any t points are in exactly A blocks (a t-design with
A-l is a Steiner system). For any set l of i points (O, i , t-I), the i-th
derived design af S with respe~t ta l is the (t-i)-design SA(t-i. k-i, v-i)
whose points are the points outside l and whose blocks are the restrictions
to Sol of the blocks containing l.
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I. 3.

Il) A we11-known necessary condition for the existence of an S,(t.k.v) is
that, for any integer i with O ~ i ~ t •

v-i k-i
, ( t-i ) / ( t-i )

is an integer. since this expression counts the number of b10cks containing
any given set of i points. In particu1ar. any point is on exact1y

v-l k-1
re, ( t-l ) / ( t-l )

b10cks. and the tota1 number of b10cks is

b = , ( ~ ) / ( ~ )

If S is a 2s-design S,(2s. k.v) where s Emo and v >. k+s, Wi1son and
Ray-Chaudhuri [ 49 l have proved that

b>.(~)

S is said to be tight if equa1ity ho1ds. Examp1es are given by the Steiner
system S(4. 7. 23) and its comp1ement the S52 (4. 16, 23).
If S is a (2s+1)-design S,(2s+1. k.v) where s Emo and v-l>. k+s. then the
precedi ng resu1 t can be app1ied to the fi rst deri ved desi gns of S. so that

v-l
b>'(s)v/k

S is said to be tight if equa1ity ho1ds. The Steiner system S(5, 8, 24) is
tight.

12) In particu1ar. any 2-design with v >. k+1 satisfies Fisher's inequa!ity

b >. v, which is equiva1ent to k ~ r since bk = vr. A symmetria 2-design is a
tight 2-design. that is a 2-design for which v=b (or equiva1ent1y k=r). The
synmetric 2-designs with À = 1 are exact1y the projective planes S·(2, n+1. n2+n+1),
inc1uding the degenerate projective p1ane of 3 points.

13) The Bruck-Chow1a-Ryser theorem gives an important necessary condition
for the existence of symmetric 2-designs. name1y
(i) if v is even. r-À shou1d be a square.
(ii) if v is odd. the Oiophantine equation

(r-À)x2 + (_1)(v-1)/2 y2 = z2

shou1d have a solution in integers x.y.z not a11 zero [37]

More genera11y. a t-design S is cal1ed symmetria if its (t-2)th derived
designs are symmetric 2-designs.
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1.4.

(I~) Cameron [13] has proved that the parameters of a synmetric 3-design are neces-
sari1y in the f0110wlng 11st

(a) v • À+3, k • À+2
(b) V· 4(H1), k ·2(Hl)

(c) v • (À+1)(À2 + 5 À+5), k • (À+1)(À+2)
(d) v • 112, k • 12, À • 1
(e) v • 496, k • 40, À • 3 .

3. INCIDENCE STRUCTURES AND DIAGRAMS.

A 1inear space may be v1ewed as an incidence structure S • (9', r., I)

where !I denotes the set of points of S, r. denotes the set of l i nes of Sand I
is a symnetric relat10n between j) and r. : a point x and a line L are incident,
which 1s written x I L, 1f and only 1f x € L. A fZag (resp. antifZag) of a
linear space S 1s a point-11ne 1ncldent (resp. non-incldent) pair. In the defi
nition of a linear space given in the first section, we have used the same
notation for the 11near space and for its set of points and we have identified
every line L with the set of points incident with L. We shall use both points
of view and tenninologies.

The inciden~e graph9(S) of a linear space S 1s the bipartite graph whose
verti ces are the elements of;P u r.. two verti ces bei ng adjacent i f and on ly if

they are incident. The figure below shows the incidence graph of the projective
pIane PG(2,2).

jl .c
Xl L1

'l
X. Lz

Xl L3

X4
L4

Xs Ls

L,xi .,
'"

L,
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1.5

The deflnltlon of n non-trlvlal 11near space can of course be translated in terms of
its lncldence graPh~. In partlcular. any two points are at dlstance 2 in j and any
vertex Of' has degree ~ 2. Note that the 5teiner systems 5(2.k.v) may be defined
as the 11near spaces such that in thelr lncldence graph. all 11nes (and there-
fore all polnts) have the same'degree k (resp. r).

51ml1arly. a planar space 5 may be vlewed as an incldence structure
5· (9. l.rr. I) where 33. l andTC denote respectlvely the set of polnts. lines
and planes of 5. and where I 15 the lncldence relatlon. two elements of
fl u l utr belng lncldent lf and only lf. consldered as point sets. one of them
15 strlctly contalned ln the other. The lncidence graph 5(5) of a planar space
is then a trlpartlte graph. A f2ag of 5 15 a set of pairwlse lncldent elements
of fil u l u1l.'. Amazimal f2ag 15 li set {x. L. n} where x E'p' L EL. n E1t and
x I L I n.

The NB1.dus 5v of a vertex v of ~(5) 15 the lncldence structure whose
lncldence graph 15 the restrictlon Ofj(5) to the neighbourhood of v lnj(5).

For example. the residue 5n of a plane n of 5 15 nothln~ else than the linear
space n 1tself. The resldue \ of a l1ne L of 5 consists of the polnts of L and
the planes containlng L. each of these planes being automatically incident with
each of these polnts. so that the incidence graph of 5L 15 a complete bipartite
graph. 5uch incldence structures are called generalized digons. The residue 5x
of a polnt x 15 a 11near space whose points are the lines containing x. whose
lines are the planes containing x and ln which a point L corresponding to a

x
line L and aline nx corresponding to a plane n are incident if and only if
L cl1'. The fact that 5x is a 11near space fo11ows essentia11y from the fact
that any two intersecting l1nes of 5 are contained in exactly one plane.

Llnear spaces and planar spaces may be represented by diagrarns in the
sense of Buekenhout [111. For definitions and conventions concerning incidence
structures admitting diagrarns. we refer the reader to [111. In partlcular. the
class of non-trivlal 11near spaces 15 represented by the diagram

L0--=-------<0

where the left dot represents the set (j of points and the right dot represents
the set.c of lines. The class of generalized digons is represented by the
diagram

o o

Then.according to the conventions of Buekenhout. the class of non-trivial
planar spaces is represented by the diagram
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1.6

o L o L o
O 1 2

expressing the fact that non-trivia1 planar spaces are incidence structures
with three sets of objets9. J: andU, represented respective1y by the three
dots O. 1 and 2, such that the resldue of any e1ement of 9 UTlls a non-trivial
1inear space and that the resldue of any e1ement of J: is a genera1ized dlgon.

Thls symbo11c representatlon suggests several prob1ems by conslderlng
varlous subc1asses of the c1ass of linear spaces. For examp1e, lf the c1ass
of projectlve p1anes of order n ls denoted by

n n
o o

then the lncldence structures admitting the diagram
n
o ~ L o

are the non-trlvial planar spaces a11 of whose p1anes are projective p1anes
of order n. Thanks to the c1assica1 work of Veb1en and Young, we know that
these are exact1y the oesarguesian projective spaces PG(d.n) of dimension
d ~ 3. endowed with a11 their p1anes. More genera11y, the c1ass of generalized
projective p1anes is denoted by

o o

so that the diagram

0>-----<0 L o

repres~nts exactly the generalized projective spaces cf dimension ~ 3, endowed

with a11 their planes. Remember that a generaZized projective space is a linear
space such that for every pair of 11nes L and L' intersecting ln a point x, any
two 11nes not pass1ng through x and intersecting each of the 11nes L and L'
intersect (Pasch's axiom).These spaces are unions of projectlve spaces of any
dimenslon ~ O joined together by 1ines of size 2. The planes of a generalized
projective space are the sma11est linear subspaces containing three non-collinear
polnts. A genera1ized projectlve space has dimension n .if there are n+1 points
which are contained in no proper 1inear subspace of Sand if any n points are
contalned in a proper 1inear subspace of S. We shall denote by P(2, k+l) the
degenerate projective plane of k+l points and by P(3, k+t) the 3-dimensional
generallzed projective space consisting of two disjoint lines of size k and t
respectively, al1 the other 1ines having size 2.
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From now on, PG(d,q) will not only de note the Desarguesian projective
space of dimension dover GF(q) for q >- 2, but a1so, for q=l, the genera1ized
projective space PG(d, l) with d+1 points, in which a11 1ines have size 2,

which may be viewed as the d-dimensional projective space over "GF(l)". However
AG(d,~) wil1 always denote the d-dimensiona1 Desarguesian affine space over
GF(q) (q >- 2).

If o Af o

,

denotes the c1ass of affine p1anes, then the diagram

o Af o L o

represents the c1ass of non-trivial planar spaces a11 of whose p1anes are
(15) affine planes. Buekenhout [91 has proved that these are exactly the affine

spaces of order >- 4 if one of the p1anes has order ~ 4. However, if the planes
have order 3., these spaces, ca11ed HaLl trip1.e systems, are not necessari1y
affine spaces, as shown by Hall [36]. Fina11y, if the p1anes have order 2, then
a11 Steiner systems S(3,4,v) yie1d planar spaces adrnitting the above diagram.

Let us mention a generalization of this situation. An affino-projeative

p~ane is a 1inear space ~ obtained from a projective p1ane by deleting a set
of points of aline L. The order of a finite affino-projective plane is the
order of the initial projective p1ane. In particular, TI is a projective p1ane
if we delete no point, TI is a punatuzoed projeative p~ if we delete just
one point, TI is an affine p~ane I.Jith one point at infinity if we delete a11
points of L except one, and TI is an affine plane if we delete a11 points of L.
The planes of these four types are examples of semi-affine p~anes, that is
non-trivial linear spaces in which for any line L, any point outside L is on

(16) at most one line disjoint from L. Dembowski [301 and Kuiper [~l, p.3l0) have
proved that conversely any finite semi-affine plane is of one of these four
types or is a degenerate projective plane. Actually, De~bowski assumes that
a11 lines have size ~ 3 and that a11 points have degree ~ 3, but the classi
fication of all finite semi-affine planes containing aline of size 2 or a
point of degree 2 is very easy.

Let
·A-Po o

o. l

represent the class of affino-projective planes. Teir1inck [53J has proved
that if S corresponds to the diagram

A-P Lo o o
O 1 2
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I. 8.

if 5 contains at 1east one p1ane of order , 4 and contains a finite subset of

points which is not contained in any proper linear subspace of S, then 5 is
an affino-projeotive spaoe, that is a projective space fram which a subset of
a hyperp1ane has been de1eted. Note that a plane of an affino-projective
space is not necessarily an affino-projective plane.

Dua1 problems arise in a natural way. For example, what can be said about
the planar spaces with diagram

L n n
oe-=--ooe--_o

that is the non-trivial planar spaces in which the residue of every point is
a projective plane of order n (these spaces are sometimes said to be 10ca11y

a projective p1ane) ? This question seems to be rather difficult to answer.
Kantor [111 has conjectured that a finite non-trivial planar space which is
locally a projective p1ane is necessarily obtained by deleting a set of points
from a 3-dimensional projective space.

(17) A parti al answer to thi s questi on has been gi ven by Dayen and Hubaut [32 J who
proved that if 5 is a finite planar space with diagram

o L 0>----0

and if a11 lines of 5 have the same size k, then 5 is either PG(3, k-l) or

AG(3,k) or a Lobaohevsky spaoe of type k2-k+1 (resp. k3+1), that is a planar
space such that far any 1ine L and any point x outside L, the number of lines
of <x,L> which are disjoint from L and contain x is equal to k2-k+1 (resp.
k3+1). The only known example of this 1atter class of spaces is the planar

space 5(3, 6, 22).
5imilar1y, the prob1em of classifying the planar spaces 5 with diagram

o L o Af o

has been solved by Cameron [141, 8rouwer and Wilbrink [8 J under the additional

assumptions that 5 is finite and that a11 lines of 5 have the same size k :
then k=2 and 5 is a planar space 5(3, n+1, n2+1), in other words an inversive

plane of order n.

Observe that, though the class of incidence structures admitting the diagram

o L L0>----'=----<0

is very wide and contains rather wild spaces. the ;ncidence structures éidmittil19

the diagram
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have been classified by Sprague [5~1 under the additional assumption that
some point is on finitely many lines or some line has finitely many points.
Such an incidence structure, in which the residue of each point is a linear
space, the residue of each line is a generalized digon and the residue of
each pIane is the dual of a linear space is, for some integer i, the incidence
structure having as varieties alI [i-l)-, i- and (i+l)- dimensionaI subspaces
of some generalized projective space, and inclusion as incidence.

Finally, note that, on the contrary, the problem of classifying the inci
dence stru~tures admitting the diagram

L J
01---'=-....01--=--0

is stilI more generaI than that of classifying the incidence structureladmit
ting diagram

o.......,L=-...o>-__o

and so, seems to be hopeless.

4. PLANAR SPACES WITH ISOMORPHIC PLANES.

Let LO be a given linear space, which we shall represent by
o

o L o

Then
o

o L o L o

denotes the non-trivial planar spaces in which every pIane is isomorphic to LO.
These spaces, called LO-spaces, were introduced by Buekenhout and Deherder [12]

and have been investigated by Brouwer [71, Leonard [421 and myself (19),[12].
The only known finite LO-spaces are the Desarguesian projective or affine

spaces of any dimension ~ 3, the Hall triple systems, the planar spaces
5(3, ILO" v) where all lines have size 2, and finally the 3-dimensional genera
lized projective spaces P(3, k+k) consisting of two disjoint lines of size k
(here alI planes are degenerate projective planes P(2, k+l)). The spaces
P(3, k+k) are also the only known finite LO-spaces with lines of different
sizes. In [19J and [421, some rather restrictive relations on the parameters
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of a finite LO.space with different line sizes have been given. which are
particu1arly strong if there are more than two line sizes. so that this
possibility seems to be very improbable.
In particular. it was shown that the number v of points of a finite LO-space
having at least two distinct line sizes k and 1 is uniquely determined by the
following parameters of LO : v' • IL01. k. 1. the number bi< (resp. b~) of
lines of size k (resp. 1) in LO. the number nkk of ordered pairs of intersecting
lines of size k and the number nk1 of pairs of intersecting lines (one of size
k and the other of size 1) in LO :

bi< b~ k 1 + nkk . b~ 1- nk1 b'k k
nk1 b" k(v'-k) - nkk b~ l(V'-l)

This situation is very different from what we get if LO is a Oesarguesian
projective or affine pIane.

The smallest linear space LO having at least two line sizes for which
the existence of an LO·space is stilI unsettled is represented below.

(the lines of size 2 are not drawn)

We have proved in [311 that the corresponding LO-space. which would have 47
points. is rigido i.e. has no other automorphism than the identity.

(18) We shall use later the facto proved in [71. (19) and in [421. that in
any finite LO-space. alI points are on the same number rk of lines of a given
size k.

Very little is known about the dual problem. namely the classification
of planar spaces with diagram

o
o L o L o •

even in the finite case. However. the finite spaces with diagram

can be classified completely :
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Theorem 1. [211 Let LO be a given Unear epaoe. If 5 ie a finite planar

space in which evsry plane is isomorphic to LO and the residue of every

point ie ieomorphio to LO, then LO ie a (poeeibly degenerate) projeotive

plane and 5 ie eithslr a projeotive epaoe PG(3,q) or a generaUzed projeo

tf.ve epaoe P(3. k+k).

LermJa 1.1. The eet K of eizee of linee of LO ie equal to the eet of degreee

of pointe of LO.

Proof. Let X be any point of 5. 5ince 5x is isomorphic to LO, K coincides
with the set of degrees of X in the planes of 5 passing through x. Therefore,
since alI planes through X are isomorphic to LO and since K does not depend
on x. K coincides with the set of degrees of points of LO.

LermJa 1.2. If B ie aline of eize k in 5 and if x € B, then the point Bx of

\ OOe degree k in 5x'

Proof. Let V (resp. v') denote the number of points in 5 (resp. in LO). The
degree of the point Bx in 5x is equal to the number of planes of 5 containing
the line B. that is to (v-k)/(v'-k) = f(k) which depends only on the size k
of B. 5ince LO is isomorphic to 5x' Lell11lal.1 implies that f(K) = K, and so
f(k) = k for every k € K because f:K + K:k + f(k) is an increasing function
and K is a finite set.

Proof of the theorem.

If IKI • 1. then alI lines of LO have the same size k and, by Lell11lal] ,
all points of LO have degree k. Therefore LO is a projective pIane of order

k-l (or a degenerate projective pIane with 3. points if k=2), and so 5 is
PG(3, k-l) with k-l ~ 1.

If IKI ~ 2. let B be aline of maximal sile k ~ 3 in LO. AlI points of LO
outside B have a degree greater than or equal to k, and SO, by Lell11lal] , their
degree is equal to k.

If there are at least two points of LO outside B. then, by Lell11lOl2,
every point of 5 is on at least two lines of sile k. These two lines are in
a pIane of S isomorphic to LO, and so LO contains two lines of sile k inter
secting in a point y. 5ince every point of LO outside aline of sile k is of
degree k. the poi nt y i s the only point of LO havi ng a degree i < k, and
K· (k,i} by LemmalJ. Lemma12 again implies that every point of 5 is on
exactly one line of sile i, and SO· the lines of size i are necessarily disjoint
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In LO. Therefore. slnce the degree of any polnt Z of LO dlstlnct fromy 15
k ~ 3. and slnce Z Is on at most one 11ne of slze t. there Is at 1east one
11ne of slze k contalnlng z but not y. and so the degree t of y Is at 1east
k. contradlctlng t < k.

Thls proves that there Is on1y one polnt of LO outslde B. In other words.
LO Is.degenerate projectlve p1ane wlth k+1 polnts. By Lenma1.2. every polnt of
S Is on exact1y one 11ne of slze k and k 11nes of slze 2. Thls lmp11es that S
Is the unlon of two llnes of slze k. a11 the other 11nes havlng slze 2.

5. n-OIMENSIONAL LINEAR SPACES.

Llnear and planar spaces be10ng to the wider c1ass of lncldence structures
wlth dlagram

L Lo o o ...
O 1 2

L0>---"----<0
n-2 n-l

(n ~ 2)

correspondlng exact1y to what Buekenhout ca11s n-dimensionaZ Zinear spaces [11 J;
they wi11 appear in the 1ast chapter of this thesis. An n-dimensionaZ Zinear

spoce is a linear space S provided with n disjoint fami1ies~i (i = 0.1 •...•
n-l) of non-empty proper 1inear subspaces. ca1led i-subspacss, or more genera1ly
subspaces. such that

(i) points and llnes are the O-subspaces and the l-subspaces respectively.

(ii) if V is an i-subspace (i ~ n-2) and x € S-V. then there is a unique (i~)-

subspace containing V and x. denoted by <V.x> •

(iii) if V is an l-subspace and lf Wis a j-subspace containing V. then i < j

(iv) any intersection of subspaces is a subspace or the empty set or S itse1f.

The 2-dimenslona1 and 3-dimensional llnear spaces are nothing else than the
non-trivial linear spaces and planar spaces respectlvely. The notion of n-dimen
sionaI 1inear space is essentially the same as the notion of geometrie Zattice

ofdimBnsion n (Birkhoff [3]). that is also the lattice of flats of a simpZe

matroid of rank n+l (Welsh [56J). The (n-l)-spaces of mn-dimensiona1 1inear
space are cal1ed hyperpZanes.

Note that the use of the word dimension is a litt1e confusing here. For
examp1e. a projective space P of dimenslon d • 3 Is at the same tlme a
(2-dlmensional) 1inear space if we conslder only its polnts and 1ines. a
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planar space (d1-.ns1on 3) 1f .. cons1der only 1ts polnts. llnes and p1anes.
and an n-d1-.ns1onal l1near space (2 ~ n , d) 1f we conslder alI lts llnear
subspaces of d1..ns1on < n. On the other hand. P could be a pIane of some
non-trlv1.al planar space I

6. IlETRICAlLY REGI.UR GRAPtlS. ASSOCIATION SCIIEMES. GENERALIZEO n-GONS ANO

PARTIAL GEOMETRIES.

Ile brlefly recall here a few definitions and results which wlll be used
in Chapter Il.

Agraph G(al~s assUied to be finite. undirected. without loops and
IIUltiple edges) 15 called .troong~ zwgu1.ar with parameters (v. k. À, ~)

(Bose (41) if v denotes the n..ber of vertices of G. if every vertex 15 adja
cent to exactly k vertices and if the n..ber of vertlces adjacent to any two
adjacent (resp. non-adjacent) vertices is À (resp. ~). Moreover. we always
assUie the non-degeneracy condition 2 , k , v-3. The adjacency matrix of G has
eigenvalues k. n-m. -m with multiplicities l, f. v-l-f, where

n.~

m • (n + ~ - À)/2 •

•

f • i (v-l - 2k-(V~llkÀ)'l

(19) An important consequence of this is the integraLity condition (Base[4])
f 1s a non-negative integer. Moreover. mand n are lntegers un1ess v = 4 ~+l,

k • 2 ~. À • ~-l (conference graphs)

Four other necessary conditions for the existence of a strongly regular
graph G such that both Gand its complement are connected (f.e. 1 < m< n)
are the following

(110) Krein condition (Higman (~9). Delsarte [28])
lf 1 < m< n. then

~(n-m(m-l» ~ (m-l)(n-m)(n+m(m-l»

(111) AbsoLute bound (De1sarte. Goetha1s and Se1de1 [29], Neumaler [47)
If 1 < m< n. then

v ~ i f(f+3)
Moreover. lf G15 not a Sm1th graph [lG), then v (i f(f+1).
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(112) ~-bound (NelJllaier [46J)
If a strongly regular graph has smallest eigenvalue-m, l < m< n, then

!'" m3 (2m - 3)

(113) CZ<:nJ-bound (NelJllaier (461)
If G is a strongly regular graph with smallest eigeinvalue-m (where m > l is
an integer) and if ~ ~ m (m-I), m2, then

ln ~ 1 m (m-l){~+l) + m-l

Metrically regular graphs are a direct generalization of strongly regular
graphs. A connected graph G is called metricaHy 1'6{IUZar {or distarwe-re{IUZar

(Biggs [2]» if the number of vertices at distance i fram a vertex x depends
only on i and not on x and if for any two vertices x and y at distance i, the
number of vertices which are at distance j from x and at distance k frcm y
depends only on the three distances i,j,k but not on the choice of x and y.
It is easi1y shown that the metrically regular graphs of diameter 2 are
exactly the connected strongly regular graphs. In turn, the notion of metri
cally regular graph can be generalized in two directions : that of t-metrically
regular graph and that of association scheme, which we shall need later.

An association scheme with m cZa.6es on v objects (80se and Shimamoto I 6 J)

is a family of m binary symmetric relations satisfying the following conditions :

(i) any two objects are either l-st, 2-nd, ' .. , or m-th associates

(ii) the number ni of i-th associates of an object x is independent af,

(iii) for any two i-th associates x and y, the number P~k of objects which
are j-th associates of x and k-th associates of y is independent of
the two i-th associates x and y.

Obviously, any metrically regular graph of diameter d may be seen as a d-class
association scheme by calling i-th associates any two vertices which are at
di stance 1.

Here again, we recall some necessary conditions for the existence of an m-class
association scheme on v points. with parameter~ ni and Pjk' Consider the vxv

association matrices Aj =.(a;y) with entri es a~y = 1 if the vertices x and y
are j-th associates and a~y = O otherwise.
Let us denote by Àjk the (not necessari1y distinct) eigenvalues of Aj and by
~k the multiplicity of Àjk (it can be shown that ~k dees not depend on j).
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114) Then the foll0w1ng cond1t10ns are necessary for the ex1stenee of an assoe1ation
scheme w1 th the above parameters :

(l) IntegNUty ooniJ:ition (Connor-Clatworthy [17])

111

Pk - v / (1 + I À~k/nt) are pos1t1ve 1ntegers for k - l •...•m
t-l

(2) 1f:Jo8i.n ooniJ:itf.on (H1gman (a91. Delsarte (28])

• 2 2O , 1 +~lÀkr Àks Àkt / nk ' v /(Pr ps)

for l , r.s.t , 111

1(3) (Mathon (441). If n1 ~ 2 and P1j ~ l. then

Metr1eally regular graphs are deeply related to some interesting incidenee
structures. For instance. a geneN~i.zed n-gon 5 (Tits [55]) is an incidenee
structure <S. I.. I) whose 1ncidence graph ~(5) 15 a b1partite graph on the two
sets of vert1ces:1 and I.. in lot1ich any vertex has degree ~ 2 and which has
diameter n and g1rth 2n (i.e. the cireuits of minimal length have length 2n).
The elements of!! are ealled poi.ntB and the elements of I. are called lineB.

It 15 well-known[S~].l58Jthat 1f 5 is finite and 1f any vertex of1(5) has degree
~ 3, then there 15 an ordered pair of integers (s.t). ealled the order of 5,
such that any lihe of 5 has size 5+1 and any point of 5 is on exaetly t+1 1ines.
The poi.nt graph (resp. Une graph) of 5 - (9. I.. I) has vertex set !! (resp. I)

and is obta1ned by ca11ing two points (resp. two 1ines) adjacent if and only if
they are eol11near (resp. 1ntersecting). The li"e graph of 5 is also the point

:15) graph of the dual of 5. The po{nt graph and the 1ine graph of a finite generalized
n-gon of order (s,t) are metr1cally regular with diameter [!] , so that the
above-ment10ned necessary condit10ns app1y to genera1ized n-gons. For examp1e,
the Feit-Higman non-existence theorem for"generallzed p01ygons [3~J. statlng
that a f1nite general1zed n-gon of order (s.t) w1th s.t ~ 2 does not exist if
n ~ 2.3.4.6 or 8. can be dedueed fram the integrality eondition [51J and some
classical inequalities between powers of t and s f0110w from the Krein eondition
[51J. [391.

On the other hand. a finite partia~ geometry (R.K,T) where R ~ 2, K• 2.
T ~ l are integers is a set of elements cal1ed POi."tB together wlth a fami1y
of distinguished subsets ca11ed ~ineB sueh that
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(i) each point belongs to exactly R lines and every pair of points is
contained in at most one line.

(ii) each line contains exactly K points

(iii) far any line L. any point outside L is on exactly T lines intersecting L.

In partic 'lar. the partial geometries with T-l are exactly the generalized
(116) quadrang'e. (or 4-gons) of order (s.t) - (K-l. R-l). It is obvious that the point

graph and ':he line graph of a partial geometry are strongly regular. so that
the above-ClEntioned necessary conditions apply to parti al geometries .

Finalìy. let us mention another generallzation of metrically regular
graphs. A gra~h G is called t-metricaZZy regutar if for any n ~ t and for
any n-tuple of vertices (.,1' x2•...•xn). the m."ber of vertice5 which are
at distanoe l] from Xl' 6Z from x2•...• 6n from xn' depends only on the di5
tances 61, .. "' ln and on the distances between the xi's. but not on the choice
of the n-tu,le. So. the 2-metrically regular graphs are exactly the metrically
regular graphs.
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CHAPTER II. FINITE L1NEAR SPACES WITH METRICAL REGULARITIES IN
THEIR INCIOENCE GRAPHS.

1. INTROOUCTION.

In a linear space. the classical axiom of Pasch may be reformulated as
follows
C-) .for any tw diejoint linse L and L', any point outeide L U L' ie on at

moet ons lins inureecting both L and L' .

Indeed. suppose ·that condition C-) is satisfied. Let A and A' be two distinct
lines intersecting in a point p and denote by L and L' two lines intersecting
Aand A' such that neither L nor L' passes through p. If L and L' were disjoint.
we would have at least two lines through p intersecting L and L' : a contradic
tion. Thus L and L' have a point in common and Pasch's axiom is satisfied. The
converse is obvious.

It follows that condition C-) characterizes the generalized projective
spaces. If "at most one" is replaced by "exactly one" in C-). we get a charac
terization of the generalized projective spaces of dimension i 3.

tlote that the finite affine planes of order n have a similar property :
for any two disjoint Chence parallel) lines L and L'. any point outside L U L'
is on exactly n lines intersecting both L and L'.

These examples suggest the problem of classifying the linear spaces which
satisfy the following condition :

(02) there is a non-negative integer d
2

8uch that for any 'two disjoint lines L..

L' and any point X outeide L U L', there are exacHy d2 linee th:roUf!h x inter

eecting the tw Zinse L and L'.

In the finite case. the answer is given by the following result

Theorem 2. CA. Beutelspacher and A. Delandtsheer [ 1))
I.f S ie a .finite Zinear epace eatie.fying condition (02), then one of the

.foZZoL>ing occurs :

Ci) S ie a generalized projective space, and if the dimension of S ,s

at teast 4, then any line of S has exactly two pointB,
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( i i )

(i i i )

S is an affine pLane, an affine plane IJith one point at infinity,

or a punctured projective p tane ~

S is the Fano quasi-p Lane, obtained {rom PG (2,2) by "broeaking"

one 01 its ~ines into three lines

11.2

Conversely, eaah of these finite spaaes satisfies (02)

Note that condition (02) can be viewed as a metrical condition on the
incidence graph 1of s. lndeed, remember that in the incidence graph of a
linear space, any two points are at distance 2, two lines are at distance 2
or 4 according as they intersect or not, and a point and a line are at distance
l or 3 according as they are incident or noto Therefore, condition (02) may
be translated in the following way :
there is a non-negative integer d2 such that if u,v,w are any three vertices
Of~ with distances d(u,v) = d(u,w) = 3 and d(v,w) = 4, then -;. contains exactly
d2 vertices~such that d(u,t) = l, d(v,t) = d(w,t) = 2.
This leads naturally to the more general question : what happens if we choose
other values for the distances in this condition ?
Among other things, we shall investigate the finite linear spaces satisfying
one of the three conditions (02), (01), (DO), which are pictured below, first
from a naive point of view, then in terrns of the incidence graph.

(D2.)

L
L
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L

(Dl )

x

L

(no)

The reason for the notations do' dI and d2 is clear : the letter d
reminds that the two lines L and L'are disjoint and the subscript reminds
that we count certain lines intersecting O, l or 2 of the ]ines L and L'.

2. GRAPH THEORETICAL BACKGROUND.

zkx

0.
~
x i yx

~o__i__@

Actually, the above conditions form a part of the definition of a
3-metrically regular graph. Indeed, a connected graph is called 3-metrically

regular if G is metrically regular and if for any triple (x,y,z) of vertices
such that d(x,y) = i, d(y,z) = j, d(z,x) = k, the number of vertices which
are at distance ~ from x, at distance m from y and at distance n from z
depends only on the distances i ,j,k,~,m,n but not on the choice of triple
(x,y,z)
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These graphs have been studied quite a lot during the past few year,.

Far instance, Cameran, Goethals and Seìdel (16J have proved that if G ;5 a

connected 3-metrically regular graph of diameter 2, whose comple~ent Gis

a1so connected. then G is the pentagon, or G is of pseudo or negative Latin

square type, or G or G is a Smith graph (for more details, see 1211). On the

other hand, Meredith 14,J has proved that i f G i s connected 3-metri ca Ily

regular graph of girth > 4, then G is a cycle (actually, the hypothesis of

~~red;th is stronger : he assumes that far any two isometric triples of

vertices, there ;5 an automorphism of G mapping the first onta the second;

but his proof is essentially combinatorial).

$uch metrical conditions are satisfied by point-, line- or incidence

graphs of some classical georretries and have been used in certa'in characteri·

ldtion problems.

For instance, it follows immediately from theorems of Bose [S I. ThdS

and Payne [48] that the point-graph of a generaliled quadrangle of order (s,t)

\/ith S > l and t > l is 3-metrically regular if and only if t = s2 if and only

if every triad has exactly s+l centers (i.e. for any triple (X,y,l) of pair

wise non-col1inear points, there are e~actly 5+1 points which are (ollinear

with x,y and l). The point-graphs of generaliled quadrangles with s = l or

t = l are obviously 3-metrically regular.
Metrical conditions have also been used to characterize some classical

proved that if

whose point-

d(z,x) = 2 (resp.

= 1, d(x.v) =
d(y,l) , 3,

that d(y,v)

generaliled hexagons. Let us mention two examples. Thas [54J has

S is a finite generaliled hexagon of order (s,t) with 2 < t < s,

graph satisfies the following condition :
far any triple cf vertices (x,y,z) with d{x,y)

d(I,X) = 3), there is at least one vertex v such

d(I,V) = 2,
then t = s, S i5 a prime power, and 5 i5 isomorphic to the classical generalized

hexagon H(s) associated with G2(s). Ronan 150J has characteriled, among the

finite generalized hexagons sati5fying the regulus eondition. those which are

associated with G2(q)., 304 (q) and their duals. by means of the number n which

counts, given any four vertices x,y,l,U with d(x,y) = d(y,l) = 6, d(X,I) =
d(u,y) = 4, d(u,x) = d(U,I) = 2, the number (if it is distinct from t+l) of

vertices v such that d(x,v) d(I,V) = 4, d(y,v) = 2.
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3. TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATION5 FOR LINEAR 5PACE5.

Let 5 be a finite linear space and ~ its incidence graph. We shall say
that a triple (u,v,w) of vertices of 1 is of type (-;1,i ,j,k) (where..l denotes
either the point-set 8" or the line-set t) if u E1, d(u,v) = i, d(v,w) = j
and d(w,u) = k. For a given type (J,i,j,k) and a given triple of positive
integers (i,m,n), .the probZem (J,i ,j,k;i,m,n) consists in classifying the

finite non-trivial linear spaces which satisfy the following condition :
there is a constant c such that for any triple (u,v,w) of vertices of type
(-!,i,j,k) inJ, the number of vertices t which are at distance i from u, m
from v and n from w is exactly c.

Obviously, certain choices ofd ,i,j,k,i,m,n are absurd. An easy but rather

tedious enumeration leads to 102 problems (1,i ,j,k;i,m,n) which have a sense
(i .e. such that there exists a linear space whose incidence graph contains at

least one 4-tuple (u,v,w,t) of the desired type). In the following sections,
we shall investigate the most interesting of these problems n~mely (J',3,4,3;

1,2,2), (1,3,4,3;1,2,4), (3',3,4,3;1,4,4), (.9,1,2,1;3,4,4), (09',3,2,3;1,4,4),
(J',3,2,3;1,4,2) and a1so a problem which is trivially equivalent to ($',3,2,3;
1,2,2) .

Most of the rema,nlng prob1ems are easily solved and the answers are

often the 5teiner systems 5(2,',v), the projective planes or some "very small"

linear spaces. However a few problems are still unsolved. For example, we have
no other characterization of the finite linear spaces satisfying condition
(J',3,4,1;3,4,4) than saying that they are the finite 1inear spaces in "hich
far any two disjoint lines L and L' ~ the number of lines disjoint from L U LI

i 5 a constant i ndependent from L and L'. Note a1so that some of these prob l ems

may seem rather artificial : this is due to the fact that the distanceo bet"een
three vertices of 1are not always sufficient to describe completely the cor
responding geometrical configuration in 5 (for instance, three lines which

are pairwise at distance 2 in~ may be concurrent or form a triang1e in 5 : this
explains why the only solution of problem (t,2,2,2;1, l,l) is the most trivial

of al1 non-trivial linear spaces, namely the triangle 5(2,2,3)).
Before starting the· proofs of the main resu1ts, we brief1y define some

notations used in this chapter :

5 will always denote a finite linear space of v points, with point"setJ and
line-set t.

K is the set of line sizes in 5
rx is the degree of the point x E 5 (also denoted by r if al I point:s of S ìlave

the same degree)

2i>



11.6

r = " r is the sum of the degrees of the points of L.
L x€L x

Usually, the size of aline A,B,C, ... will be denoted by a,b,c, ... respectively.
Aline G of S will be called projective if G intersects all the other lines
of S. The total number of projective lines in S will be denoted by • and the
number of projective lines containing a point x by 0x (or o if this number
is independent of x).

A bisecant of two lines L and L' will be aline distinct from L and L'
and intersecting L U L'in exactly two points. A trisecant of three lines L,
Ll I L" will be aline distinct from L, LI, LI' and intersecting L U L I U Lli in

exactly three poi nts.
For any triple (x,L,L') where L and L'are two disjoint lines and x is a

point outside L UL', we denote by d2(x,L,L') the number of lines through x
which intersect both L and L', by dl(x,L,L') the number of lines through x
which intersect L but not L' and by do(x,L,L') the number of lines through x
which are disjoint from L and L'. Then, the conditions (D2): (Dl) and (DD)
express that d2(x,L,L'), dl(x,L;L') and do(x,L,L') respectively are independent
of the triple (x,L,L').

For any triple (x,L,L') where L and L'are two intersecting lines and x
is a point outside L U L', we denote by i 2(x,L,L') the number of bisecants of
L and L' through x, by il(x,L,L') the number of lines through x which intersect
L but not L' and by io(x,L,L') the number of lines through x which are disjoint
from L and L'. The conditions (12), (Il) and (ID) express that i 2(x,L,L'),
il(x,L,L') and io(X,L,L') respectively are independent of the triple (x,L,L').

Note that in a Steiner system S(2,k,v), the three conditions (ID), (Il)
and (12) are equivalent. Indeed, for any two intersecting lines L and L', the
degree of any point x outside L and L' is

r = k + il(x,L,L') + io(X,L,L')
= 2k - i2(x,L,L') + io(x,L,L'),

so that the constancy of one of the ij's implies the constancy of the other
two. This remark will be useful in the study of conditions (ID) anà (11). A
similar argument shows that the conditions (DD), (Dl) and (D2) are equivalent
in a Steiner system S(2,k,v).

4. LINEAR SPACES SATISFYING CDNDITION (D2)

We now prove Theorem 2 stated on pages II 1-2.Throughout this proof, S

denotes a finite linear space satisfying conàition (D2).
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The proof is divided into two main parts : we first investigate the case where
some additional regularity conditions are satisfied, then we handle the case
in which S contains a projective line.

4.1. Some Additiona' Regularity Conditions.

Proposition 2.1. If d2 ~ 1, then S is a generalized projective space of di~en

sion d. Moreover if d ~ 4, S = PG(d,l).

Proof. If d2 ~ 1, condition (_) (hence a1so Pasch's axiom) is satisfied, so
that S is a generalized projective space of dimension d.

Suppose that d >. 4 and that there is a line L containing at least three

distinct points Pl' ql' q2' There exist two disjoint lines Ll and L2 through
ql and Q2' respectively. This implies d2 = l. On the other hand, since d , 4,
there is a line L' disjoint from L and there is a point p outside the 3-dimen
sional subspace generated by L and L'. Clearly, there is no line through p

intersecting L and L'. Hence d2 = O, a contradiction.

Thanks to Proposi ti on 2.1, we may now assume that d2 >. 2, and al so tha l
there are two disjoint lines in Sand that for any two disjoint lines there i5
a point outside their union (otherwise S would be a generalized projective

space of dimension ~ 3).
First we consider the situation in which all lines of S have ttle same size

PT'oposition 2.2. If all lines of S have SiZid n, then S is an ::..:'fin.::. pldne .);"

or'der n.

Proof. Oenote by L and L' two disjoint lines of S. Counting in two l'/JYs lhe
number of flags (p,A) with P ~ L U L' and L. n A F 0 F L' n A, we gel

(v - 2n)d2 = n2(n-2) ,

that i s

( I )
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On the other hand, al1 points of S have the same degree r, with

v-l = r( n-l) ,
or

v-n = (r-l)(n-1) (2)

Equations (1) and (2) together imp1y that n-l is a divisor of
n(n2 - 2n + d2), and so n-l divides d2-1. Using 2 ~ dZ ~ n, we conclude that
dZ = n. Therèfore v = nZ ijnd S is an àffine p1ane of arder n.

The fo11owing lemma is crucia1 for our purpose

Lemma 2.1. Any tIJo Unes II a:nd l2 disjoint from a given Une l have the same

size.

Proof. We count in two ways the number of trisecants of l, II and lZ'
If II and lZ are disjoint, we get

Il1IdZ = IlZldZ .

If II and lZ have a point in comman, we get

(ll1 I - 1)d2 = (llZI - l)dZ

In both cases Illi = IlZI

Proposition 2.3. If S aontains two disjoint lines af different sizes~ then S

is the Fano quasi-p lane.

Proof. let X and Y be two disjoint 1ines of different sizes x and y, respecti
ve1y. We suppose x < y. Thanks to Lemma 2.1, any line of S intersects X or Y.
Therefore, through any point p outside X and Y, there are dZ bisecants of X and
Y, y-dZ 1ines of size y disjoint from X and x-d2 1ines of size x disjoint fram
Y. In particu1ar, any point outside X and Y has degree x+y-d2. Since y > x. dZ'
we have y > dZ'

Step l. If al1 lines disjoint from X have a point q in common, then S is
the Fano quasi-p1ane.

Indeed, through any point not bn X or Y there are exact1y y-d2 1ines disjoint
from X; since al1 these lines pass through q E Y, it fol10ws that y = dZ+1. This
means converse1y that any 1ine through q which is incident with a point p ~ q
outside X, is disjoint from X. In other words, any 1ine through q intersecting
X is aline of size 2. But far any 1ine X' of size 2, there exists aline Y'
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disjoint from X' and a point p' outside X' and Y·. Therefore d2 ( 2, hence

d2 = 2, Y = 3, x = 2.
Since there are at 1east two 1ines through q disjoint from X, any point

p ~ q outside X has degree x+y-d2 = 3. So, every 1ine has at most three points.
This imp1ies v ( 7. The assertion fo110ws easi1y.

Now, 1et us assume that the 1ines disjoint from X have no point in common.
We sha11 get a contradiction in three steps.

Step 2. There is a positive integer l such that any line intersecting X
has sile x or l with

and
l = 1 + (v-x)/Y ( 3)

y = l + (d2-1)/(y-d2) (4)

Indeed, since any 1ine disjoint from X has sile y, in our present situation,
any point outside X has degree x+y-d2. So, if we denote by dX the number of
1ines disjoint from X, we have

dX = (v-x)(y-d2)/y .

Let l be aline intersecting X. If l is not aline of sile x, then - in view
of Lemma 2.1 - any 1ine disjoint from X must intersect l. Hence

<l1\ - l)(y-d2) = dX' or ili = 1 + (v-x)/y. (5)

Using Lemma 2.1 again, we see that any two 1ines disjoint from Xintersect.
Counting in two ways the number of flags (p,L), where L ~ Y is aline disjoint
from X and p € Y, we get by (5)

y(y - dZ - 1) = dX - 1 = (1-1)(y-d2) - 1.

Stop J. d2 =x

Indeed, assume on the contrary dZ < x. Then any point outside X is on at 1east
one line disjoint from Y.
We claim that the 1ines disjoint from Y have no point in common. (Assume that
the lines disjoint from Y intersect in a point q. Since any point outside X
and Y is on exact1y x-d2 1ines disjoint from Y, we have x = d2+1. This imp1ies
that any 1ine through q and a point of Y is aline of sile 2. Also, any such
1ine X' is disjoint from at least one line disjoint from X. Using Lemma 2. l, we
get 2 = IX' I = IXI = x, and so d2 = x-l = 1, a contradiction).
Like in step 2 we see that any line intersecting Y has sile y or z' with

l' = l + (v-y)/x (6)
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and

x = z' + (d2-l)/(x-d2) > z'.

The set K of line sizes of S is {x.y.z} = {x.y.z'} with z' < X < y. Therefore
z = z', which yields. together with (3) and (6).

(v-x)/y = (v-y)/x •
or

(y-x)(v-y-x) = O .

Since x F Y. we have v = x+Y. contradicting the fact that S contains a point
belonging neither to X nor to Y.

Step 4. d2 F x •

Indeed. assume on the contrary d2 = x. This means that for any line L disjoint
from X and any point p outside X and L, any line through p intersecting X has
a point in common with L. In particular, any line l intersecting X intersects

any line disjoint from X as well. So, l has size z by the argument of step 2.
Therefore. the lines distinct from X have size z or y. according as they inter

sect X or noto Since any line l F Xwhich intersects X has size z, we get

(v-x-y)x = (v-x-y)d2 = x Y (z-2)

Moreover, for any point p on X.

(7)

(rp - l)(z-l) = v-x (8)

Equations (7) and (8) together imply rp = y+l .

On the other hand, the degree of any point q not on X is rq = y since there is

no line disjoint from both X and Y and since dZ = x.
Next. we claim that there exist two disjoint lines intersecting X. (Assume
that there were aline. say l. which intersects X and a11 lines intersectin9X,

Counting the number of flags (p,L) with p ~ X U Y, P E l and L n X t ~ t L n Y.
we woul d get

(z-Z)(dZ-]) = (x-l)(y-l)

that is y = z-l < z, contradicting (4)).

Denote by l and l' two disjoint lines intersecting X. Lemma Z.] states that

any line L disjoint from l U l' has size Z. By (4), z t Y. so L intersects X

and therefore L meets Y. Caunting in two ways the number of lines d;sjoint from

l U l'. we get

(x-2)(y+1-2z+x) = (y-Z)(y-Zz+x)

. Jj .
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hence

(y-x)(x+y-2z) = x-2 •

therefore

y-xlx-2

But (4) implies that

y-xlx-l
so

y = x+l

and (4) yields z = 2.
Since any line intersecting X has size 2, no line through a point p outside
X UY can intersect both Xand Y. a contradiction.
By steps 1, 3 and 4, Proposition 2.3 is proved.

4.2. The case of projective lines.

In view of Propositions 2.2 and 2.3, we may suppose from now on that S
contains lines of different sizes, and that any two disjoint lines have the
same size.

Lemma 2.2. There is at Least one projeative line in S.

Pl'oof. We assume that for any line L of S there is aline disjoint from L.

Let Mbe the maximal and m the minimal size of a line in S. Denote by
X, X' (resp. Y, Y') two disjoint lines of size M(resp. m). Some obvious
counting yields

2M(m-2) I (v-2M)d2 (g)
and

2(v-2m)d2 I m (M-2)

Together

M2(m-2) + 2 d2(M-n) I m2(M-2)
or

2 2Mrn(M-m) + 2d2(M-m) I 2(M -m ) = 2(M+m)(M-m).

Dividing by M-m> O gives

110 + 2 d2 I 2(M+m) ,

therefore
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o ~ (M-2)(m-2) = Mm - 2(M+m) + 4 ~ Mm - 2(M+m) + 2d2 ~ O.

Henee m = d2 = 2, and all the above inequalities are in faet equa1ities. In

partieular, equality holds in (g), so v = 2M, a eontradietion.

With the following proposition, Theorem 2 is proved.

P~opo3ition 2.4. S is a punctured projective p~ane OP an affine plane with one

r;oint et infù:ity.

ProoÌ. By Lemma 2.2, there exists a projeetive line G of size g. Let L and L'
denote two disjoint lines, neeessarily of the same size t. Counting in two ways

the number of flags (p,X) with P ~ L U L', P E G, where X t- G is aline inter
seeting l and L', we set

2(g-2)(d2-1) = (t-l) . ( l O)

This implies that all projeetive lines have the same size 9 and that all non
projective lines have the same size i.

The proof of Proposition 2.4 will fQllow in a series of steps.

Step 1. There are at least two projeetive lines in 5.
Indeed, assume that there is only one projeetive line G in 5. Then any line

through a point q outside G is aline of size t and any line different from

G through a point p on G is aline of size t as well. Therefore

rq(.l.-l) = v-l = g-l+(rp-l)(t-l).

Henee t-l is a divisor of g-l, and so I.-l and g-2 are relatively prime. Now
(10) implies that (t-1)2 divides d2-1, a eontradietion.

Step 2. If all projeeti ve l ines pass through a eommon point o, then 5
is an affine plane with one point o at infinity.

Indeed, sinee there is more than one projeetive line, any point p t- o has
degree g. 50, through any sueh point p there is the same number of projeetive
lines; in particular, the set of projective lines is precisely the set cf lines

through o. Henee

v-l = ro(g-l)

On the other hand, if p denotes a point different from o, we have

v-l = g-l + (rp-l)(,.-l) = g-l + (g-l)(t-l) = (g-l)t

Together it follows that o has degree 2.

- 3 S -
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lf L and L'are two disjoint lines, none of them passes through o. On
the other hand. any of the ~ 1ines through ° i s projecti ve. Therefore d2 = io

By (10), this imp1ies 9 = ~+1, hence v = ~2+1. Consider the incidence structure
5-\o},which consists of a11 points of 5, except o. We have just seen that 5-to}
is a linear space with ~2 points. in which any 1ine has exact1y ~ points.
Therefore, 5-~is an affine p1ane. Then, obviously, 5 itself is an affine plane
with one point o at infinity.

Step 3. 5uppose that for any point p of 5 there is a projective 1ine not
through p. Then 5 is a punctured projective plane.
lndeed, in the present situation, any point of 5 has degree g. Let us denote
by • the tota1 number of projective 1ines and by p the number of projective
1ines through a point. C1early, the fo110wing equations hold

.g'vp (11)

v-l = p(g-l) + (g-p)(I-l) = g(~-l) + p(g-l) (12)
.-1 = g(p-1) (13)

Equations (11) and (13) imp1y

v p = (g(p-l)+l)g

Using (12), we get

(p(g-~) - (g-l»)(o-g) = O

lf o=g; 5 wou1d be a projective plane, hence

o = (g-l)/(g-~)

(14 )

(15)

Next, we claim that 9 = Hl. In arder to prove this, denote by q and n

the unique non-negative integers with

9 = q~+n and O ~ n < ~ •

From (15) we deduce that g-~ divides l-l. Therefore

q~ + n - ~ I ~ -1 ,

in particu1ar

q2. + n-l t: .1'..-1 ,

which implies q=l. 50, n divides l-l. Oenote by t the positive integer such

that nt = ~-l.

From (lO) we infer that g-2 = ,+n-2 = n(t+l)-l divides (~_1)2 = n2t 2. But

n(t+l)-l I (n(t+l)-l)n(t-l) = n2t 2 - n2 - n(t-l) ,

- 3 () -
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therefore

n(t+1)-1 I n(n+t-1) ,

hence

n(t+1)-1 I n+t-1 ,

and so n ~ 1. Since nt = i-l ~ O. it fo110ws that n = l, i .e. 9 = i+l.

Now (10) imp1ies d2 = i, (15) yie1ds p=i, and by (14) we have v = i 2
+1. In

particular, it follows that the 1ines of size i form a "complete parallel c1ass"

of S'. Introducing one new point which is incident precise1y with the 1ines of

size i of S.,it is easy to see that this new linear space is a projective p1ane

of order i. Thus S is a punctured projective p1ane.

5. LINEAR SPACES SATISFYING CONOITION (01).

L

x
L'

(01) there ia a non-negative integel' d1 such that fOI' any ol'del'ed pail' of

disjoint tiruzs L, L' of S and any point x outsid2 L U LI.J there are exact7..y

d1 lines thPoUiJh x intel'secting L but not L'.

The finite 1inear spaces satisfying (D1) are c1assified in [27]:

Theorem 3. If S is a finite non-trivial tineciP Bpace satisfying condition

(01), then one of the following occups :

(i) S is an affine plana, an affine plane with one point at infinity, a

punctured projective plane or a (possibly degeneroteJ proJ"ective plane,

(ii) S ia a 3-dimensional pl'ojective apace PG(3.d1) ,

(iii) S is a 3-dimensional generalized projective space P(3, k+t},
(iv) Sia a degenerate pl'ojective space PG(d,l), d ~ 2

Conversely, each of these finite spaces satisfies (01).

Comparing Theorems 2 and 3, we observe that condition (Dl) is stronger than

condition (D2).
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Let S denote a finite linear space satisfying (DI). The proof of Theorem 3
uses the following lemmas :

Lenrna 3.1. If dI = O. then S is cl semi-affine plane.

Proof. Let L be aline and x a point outside L. If x is on two lines L' and L"

both disjoint from L. then any point y ~ x on L" is on at least one line (namely
L") intersecting L' but not L. contradicting dI = O. Therefore. for any line L
of S. any point outside L is on at most one line disjoint fram L. In other words.
S is a semi-affine pIane. and so. since S is finite. we know by (16) that S is
an affine pIane. an affine pIane with one point at infinity. a punctured pro
jective pIane or a (possibly degenerate) projective plane.

Lemma 3.2. If S is the union of two of its l'nes and if dl >. l. then S is either

a degenerate projective plane or a generalized projective space P(3, k+i).

The proof is very easy and will be omitted.

Thanks to these lemmas. we may assume from now on that
(A) dI >. l and for any two lines of S , there is at least one point outside

their union.

Lemma 3.3. Any two disjoint lines have the same size.

Proof. Let L and L' be two disjoint lines. The degree of every point x ~ L U L'
is

rx = [LI + dI + do(x.L' .L)
= IL' I + dl + do(x.L.L').

and so IL[ = IL' I .

Lemma 3.4. Ii S contains non-projective lines oi distinct sizes, then far

every point x of S and far evel'Y size i of a non-pl'ojective Une, there are

two disjoint linea of size t not containing x. MOl'eover, t ~ 3 d1"

Since i is the size of a non-projective line. we conclude from Lemma 3.3
that S contains at least two disjoint lines of size i. and so there is a non
projective line L of size i not containing x. Suppose that alI lines disjoint
from L pass through x. Since L is non-projective. there is at least one line
L' disjoint from L. Thanks to the assumption (A). we know that there is at
least one point y ~ L U L' and one line L" disjoint from L passing through y.
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L' and L" have size t by Lemma 3.3 and have the point x in common since we
have assumed that a11 1ines disjoint from L intersect in x.
Let h ! t be the size of a non-projective 1ine. We conclude again from Lemma
3.3 that S contains at 1east two disjoint lines Hl and H2 of size h. lf
x ~ Hl U H2, then it fo110ws from the assumption d1 >- 1 that x is on at least
one line H3 disjoint from Hl' and by Lemma 3.3, H3 has size h. Therefore there
is a line H of size h passing through x. If h = 2, 1et H' be a bisecant of L
and L' disjoint from H. By lemma 3.3, H' has size h = 2, and so H' is disjoint
from L". Hence, by Lemma 3.3 again, H' has size t, contradicting t! h. There
fore h > 2 and H contains a point y ~ L U L'. Since d1 >. 1, we conclude that y
is on at 1east one line disjoint from L and not containing x, contradicting the
assumption that a11 1ines disjoint from L contain x.

Therefore there exist two disjoint lines Ll , L2 of size t not containing
x and two disjoint lines Hl' H2 of size h not containing x. The point x is on
at least 2 d1 lines disjoint from Hl or H2 and so, by Lemma 3.3, x is on at.
1east 2 d1 1ines of size h. Moreover, x ;s on exact1y t - dl bisecants of L1
and L2, so' that, by Lemma 3.3 again, x is on at ,"ost t - dl lines of size h.
Therefore 3 dl ~ L

Lemma 3.5. Alt non-projeative lines have the same size.

Proof. Suppose that S contains non-projective lines of distinct sizes a and b,
with a > b.

If S contains three pairwise disjoint lines A, AI, Ali of size a. and if B

is aline of size b. then. by Lemma 3.3. every line of size a (in particular

every line disjoint from A) intersects B. Therefore, counting in two ways the
number of lines intersecting A' but disjo;nt from A and from A'n B, we get

Ib-2)d l = E lr -a-l) ,
xEA' -IA'nB) x

where

rx = a + dl + dolx,A,A") • a + d1 + 1

and so

(b-2)d1 >. (a-l)d l
and, since d1 > 0,

b ~ a+1, contradicting the dssumption a > b.
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Therefore S does not contai n three pairwise disjoint lines of size a,
and so for any triple (x,A,A') where A,A' are two disjoint 1ines of size a
and x ~ A UA', do(x,A,A') = O. By Lemma 3.4, we conclude that every point
x of S has degree

r = rx = a + dl . ( l )

Let Band B' be two disjoint lines of size band let A be aline of size a.
We know by Lemma 3.3 that every 1ine of size b (in particular every line
disjoint from B) intersects A. Therefore, counting in two ways the number of
1ines inters~cting B' but disjoint from Band from B' n A, we get

(a-2)d = L (rx - b-l) ,
1 xEB'-(B'nA)

and 5o, by (l),

(a-2)dl = (b-l)(a + dl - b-l)

or equivalently

(a-b-l)(d l - b+l) = O .

Since by Lemma 3.4, b ~ 3 d1 and since d1 ~ l, we have d, - b+1 ~ O. There
fore a = b+l. Let A' be aline disjoint from A. Counting in two ways the number
of lines intersecting A' but disjoint from A and A' n B, we get

(b-2)d1 = (a-1)(r-a-l) ,

and so, using (1) and a = b+1, we conclude that b = 2 d1, contradicting Lemma 3.4.

Praaf or Theorem 3.

Let L, L' be two disjoint 1ines and 1et x be a point outside L U L'.
Counting the lines containing x and intersecting L, we get

[LI = d2(x,L,L') + d1 '

from which it follows, 'by Lemma 3.5, that d2(x,L,L') is independent of the
triple (x,L,L'). In other words, condition (02) is satisfied. Theorem 3 fo110ws
now easi1y from Lemmas 3. l, 3.2 and Theorem 2.
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6. LINEAR SPACES SATISFYING CONDITION (DO).

!
L'

x

(DO) tiwre is a non-negative integer do such that for any two disjoint Unes

L, L' of S and any point X outsid2 L U L', tiwre are ezactZy do Unes through

X disjoint fran L U L'.

The finite linear spaces satisfying (00) with do > O are classified' in

Tiworem 4 [241. Il S is 'a fini te non-triviaZ Unear space satis fYing

condition (DO) ",ith do > O, tiwn one of tiw foZZolJing occurs :

(i) S is an affino-projective pZane (but not an affine pZane IJith

one point at infinity),

(ii) S is an affine pZane of ord2r ~ 3 from ",hich eitiwr one point or

one line MS been removed,

(iii) S is a 3-dimensionaZ projective space PG(3.q).
(iv) S is a generaUzed projective space P(2. k+l). P(3. k+k) ,or

PG(d.l) IJith d ~ 2

ConverseZy, each of these finite spaces satisfies (DO) IJith do > O.

We assume here that the parameter do is non-zero while in (D2) and (DI)
we have also considered the case where the parameter was zero. We have no
classification of the finite linear spaces which do not contain three pair
wise disjoint lines.

Froof of Tiworem 4.

Let S be a finite non-trivial linear space satisfying condition (DO)
with do > O. During the proof. we always assume that S is not the union of
two of its lines. because otherwise. as it iS,easi1y seen. S would bea dege
nerate projective pIane P(2. ~+l) or a generalized projective space P(3. k+k)
consisting of two lines of the same size k.

We divide the proof into three cases. according as do = 1. or do > 1 and
S contains a projective Jine. or do > 1 and S contains 'no projective line.
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6.1. The case do • 1.

Proposition 4.1. If do' 1, then one of the foHowing oc"""s

- S is a generaLized pPOjective sFace of 6 points, either P(3, 3+3) or PG(5,1)
- S is an affino--projective pLane (but not an affine pLane with one point at

infinity)

- S is an affine pLane jrom which either one point or one Une has been removed.

Proof. If for any line L of Sand any point p ~ L, P is on at most one line
disjoint from L, then S is a finite semi-affine pIane, and so, by (16), S is
a projective pIane, a punctured projective pIane, an affine pIane or an affine
pIane with one point a infinity (the last case is easily ruled out).

Assume now that there are two intersecting 1ines LI and L2, both disjoint
from a line L of S. Since do' 1, the 1ine L1 (resp. L2) determines a partition
61 (resp. 62) of the points of S-L into 1ines. On the other hand, any two lines
L1E 61 and L2E 62.must intersect, otherwise a point of L2would be on at 1east
two lines disjoint from L U L1. Therefore a11 1ines of 61 (resp. 62) have the
same size ILII (resp. IL21). Moreover any 1ine L' ~ 61 U62 distinct from L is
disjoint from at most one line of 6i (i • 1,2) : indeed if on the contrary L'
isdisjoint from two 1ines Li and Li of 6i , then any point of L' inside S-L is
on at least "two lines disjoint from Li U Li. contradicting do • 1. Therefore

ILII • [L21 or ILII • IL21 ! 1.

l") Consider first the case IL11 • n, IL 2[ • n+1. In this case, S-L is a set
of n(n+1) points partitioned by 61 into n+1 1ines of n points and by 62 into
n 1ines of n+l points. Any 1ine L' ~ 61 U62 (L' l L) intersects at least n
lines of 61 and at most n lines Of.62, therefore L' contains exactly n points
of S-L and is disjoint from exact1y one 1ine L1E 61. If L' is disjoint from
L, then any.point of L' is on at least two lines disjoint from L U Li, a con
tradiction. Therefore any 1ine L' ~ 61 U62 (L' l L) intersects L and has size
n+1.

Let p be a point of Sol. Counting in two different ways the number of
pairs (q, L') where L' is the line <p,q>, we get

n(n+1) - 1 + ILI' (n-l) + n + ILI n

and so ILI' n. Thus the lines of size n partition Sand alI other lines have
size n+l. Completing the lines of size n with one new point x, we define a
linear space S U {xl-of (n+1)2 points in which a11 lines have size n+l, that
is an affine pIane of order n+1. Therefore S is an affine plane from which
one point ~as been removed.
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2°) Consider now the case ILll = IL21 = n. Then S-L has n2 points and the lines
intersecting L have size n or n+l. Let p be a point of L. Counting in two ways
the number of pairs (q,L') where <p,q> = L' # L, we get

2
n = rp,n (n-l) + rp,n+l n (l)

where rp,n (resp. rp,n+1) denotes the number of lines of size n (resp. n+l)
intersecting L in p. It fo110ws that n divides r and rp ~ 2n.P,o ,n

If there is a point p E L such that r = 2n, then (l) implies that n=2p,n
and rp,n+1 = O. Thus S-L consists of 4 points x,y,z and t. If there is aline
L' distinct from L, of size greater than 2 (hence of size 3), say L' = {x,y,q},
then <Z,t> = {Z,t,q} (otherwise there wou1d be no line through p disjoint from
the two disjoint lines <x,y> and <z,t», and so 5 is the union of the three
lines <p,q>, {X,y,q} and {Z,t,q}, but there is no 1ine through q disjoint from
the disjoint 1ines <x,z> and <p,t>, a contradiction. We conclude that a11 lines
of 5 distinct from L have size 2. Therefore, since do = l, 5 is the genera1ized
projective space PG(5,l) in which a11 lines have size 2.

If r = O for every point p E L, then the 1inear space of n2 pointsp,n
induced on S-L has on1y lines of size n, and so it is an affine p1ane of order
n. Therefore 5 is an affine plane A comp1eted with at most n-l points at infi
nity, since Ahas n+1 directions of lines and since the 1ines of at least two
directions 61 and 62 are disjoint from L. In other words, 5 is an affino-pro
jective plane of order n which is not a semi-affine plane.

We may nowassume that r = O or n for every point x of L and thatx,n
rp,n = n for some point p E L. Hence, thanks to (l), rp,n+l = l.

We first examine the case n = 2. Then 5 consists of the points of L, to
gether with four additional points x,y,z,t. We know that the point p is on
exactly one line of size 3 distinct from L, say {p,x,y}. If L contains a
point q # p not belonging to the line <z,t>, then there is no line through q
disjoint from {z,t} U {p,x,y}, a contradiction. Therefore S is the genera1ized
projective space P(3, 3+3) consisting of two disjoint lines of size 3.

Finally, suppose that n ~ 3. Consider the linear space induced on S-L.
The lines of 5 disjoint from L, together with the restrictions to S-L of the
1ines of 5 intersecting L in a point y for which ry = O, determine k parti-,n
tions of S-L into n 1ines of size n (k ~ 2). On the other hand, the restric-
tions to S-L of the lines intersecting L in a point x for which rx,n = n
determine h partitions of S-L into n lines of size n-l and one line of size n
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i n two ways
S-L, we get

= n). Counting
1i near space

(h ~ 1 is the number of points x € L for which rx,n
the number of ordered pairs of distinct points in the

n2(n2c l) = k n2(n-1) + h n(n-1)(n-2) + h n(n-1)

that is n(n+l) ,= k n + h(n-1).

Therefore n divides h and, since h ~ l, we have n ~ h, which, together with
k ~ 2, imp1ies

n(n+1) ~ 2 n + n(n-1).

This inequa1ity being in fact an equa1ity, we conclude that k=2 and h=n. In

other words, r ~ O for every point X of L and ILI = h = n.x,n
Now we construct from S a bigger 1inear space in the fo11owing way : we add

a new point to L, as wel1 as to each line of òl' these n+1 new points forming
a new line N. We also add the new point of L to a11 lines of ò2' Fina11y, to
each line L' of size n intersecting L, we add the new point of the unique 1ine
of òl disjoint from L'. The space S U N constructed in this way is a 1inear
space. Indeed, if two lines of S of size n intersecting L in a given point x

are both disjoint from the same 1ine Li E òl' then one of the 1ines through x
must contain at least two points of Li, contradicting the fact that S is a
linear space. On the other hand, if two lines L', L"'intersecting L in distinct

points x', x" are both disjoint from a 1ine Li E òl and intersect in a point z

of S, then there i s no 1i ne through x" di sjoint from L' U Li' contradi cti ng the

hypothesi s.

Since S UN is a linear space of (n+l)2 points in which a11 lines have size

n+l, it is an affine p1ane of order n+l. Therefore S is an affine p1ane from
which one line has been removed.

6.2. The case do > with a projective line.

From now on, we always assume do > 1.

Lerruna 4. 1 .

(i) If A and B are two disjoint lines and if C 1-S aline disjoint [T'c'm A U B,

then

(a-b)(c+do) = rA - rB
(ii) If A and B are tl.Jo inte'I'secting lines and if C is aline di.;Joir.c l'!''',':

A U B, then

(a-b)(c+do+1) = rA - rB
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Proof. lf L and L'are two disjoint 1ines and if p is a point outside L UL',
we have

rp = ILI + IL' 1- d2(P,L,L') + do (2)

Counting in two ways the number of trisecants of A, Band C, we get

(i) if A and B are disjoint
E d2(x,B,C) = E d2(y,A,C)

x€A y€B
that is, using (2),

a(b+c+do) - rA = b(a+c+do) - rB
or (a-b)(c+dol = rA - rB

(ii) ifAandB i ntersect i n z

E d2(x,B,C) • E d2(y,A,C)
x€A y€B
xt-z yt-z

that is, using (2) ,

(a-1)(b+c+do) - rA = (b-1)( a+c+do) - rB
(a-b)(c+do+1) = rA - rB .

or

CoroHary 4.1. If A <md B are two LineB of differertt BiBeB, then aH LineB

diBjoint from A U B have the Bame Bize.

CoroHary 4.2. If the LineB A <md B have the Bame Bize and if there iB aline

diBjoint [rom A U B, then r A = r B •

Lemma 4.2. If two diBjoint LineB A <md B have different BizeB, then aZl LineB

disjoint tram A Ù B have the same size, equa l either to a or to b.

Proof. Suppose that there is a 1ine C disjoint from A U B, of size c t- a,b.
By Coro11ary 4. l, a11 1ines disjoint from A UB have size c and they intersect
each other (otherwise A and B wou1d have the same size). So there are c(s-l)+l
such 1ines. Counting in two ways the number of pairs (p,L) where L is aline
disjoint fram A U Band p € L yie1ds

(v-a-b)do = (c(do-1)+1)c

that i s
2 2(v-a-b-c)d = -c +co (3)
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By the same argument. alI lines disjoint from A U C have b points and inter
seet eaeh other. so that

(v-a-b2-e)d
O

: - b2 + b

5ubtraeting (4) from (3). we get

(b2 _ e2 + c - b)do • b2 - e2 + C - b .

5inee do > 1. we must have

(b-e)(b+e) • b-e .

(4)

But b ; e. and so b+e • 1. a eontradietion. Therefore any line disjoint from
A UB has size a. or b. and Corollary 4.1 ends the proof.

Lelmla 4.3. If 5 contains a projective Une G of size 9 and if 5 is not a dege

nerate pl'ojective plane,. t/um 9 ~ 4 is the size of any pl'ojective Une of 5,

as weU as the degree of any point outside a pl'ojective Une. Mol'eovel', the

size of a.non-pl'ojective Line is Less than g-l.

Proof. Consider two disjoint lines A and B. 5ince do ~ 1. there is a point p
outside A U BUG. The degree of p is equal to 9 because p is outside the
projeetive line·G and it is greater than a+l sinee there are at least do > l
lines disjoint ·from A through the point p outside A U B. 50 9 > a+l and in
partieular 9 ~ 4. Moreover. any projeetive line G' different from G has ,ize
9 : indeed. the degree of any point outside G UG' is IGI • IG' I = g.

Prqposition 4.2. If S contains a projective Line; then S is a projective pLane.

Proof. It suffices to prove that any two lines intersect. Assume on the
eontrary that 5 contains two disjoint lines A and B. Let x and y be the points
of intersection of A and B with the projective line G. Let C be aline disjoint
from A UB. interseeting G in a point z. Counting in two ways the number of
pairs (p.L) where p € L n ii and L n (A U C) = 0. we get

(g-2)d = Itl - (1' +r -1) - (a+c-2)(g-2) + (a-l)(e-l)o x Z

where [ti denotes the total number of lines in S.
Considering the disjoint lines Band C. we have similarly

(g-2)do = [ti - (ry+rz-l) - (b+e-2)(g-2) + (b-l)(c-l)

Subtracting (6) from (5). we have

rx - ry = (b-a)(g-l-c)

(5)

(6)

(7)
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On the other hand, Lemma 4.1 gives

(a-b)(c+do) • (a-l)g + rx - (b-l)g - ry
or rx - ry = (a-b)(c+do-g)

Subtracting (8) fram (7) yields

(b-a)(do-l) • O

which implies boa since do > l;moreover rx = ry thanks to (8). Thus any two
disjoint lines have necessarily the same size and alI points of G have the
same degree r.

lf n denotes the common size of two disjoint lines,

(g-2)s • Ili - (2r-l) - (2n-2)(g-2) + (n-l)2 ( g)

47 -

Solving for n, we get

n = g-l ! 16

where o is the discriminant of equation (g).
Since n < g-l by Lemma 4.3, n is uniquely determined, and so alI non-projective
lines have the same size n.

~) Suppose first that G 15 the only projective line in S. The total number of
points in S is easily seen to be

9 + (r-l)(n-l) ~ l + g(n-l)

(countthe points on the lines passing throijgh a point of G, or through a
point outside G). lt follows that n-l divides g-l.

Given two disjoint lines A and B"and a point p of G outside A U B, the
number of bisecants of A and B through p does not depend on p E Gand is equal
to t = d2(p,A,B) • 2n + do-r ~ n. Counting in two ways the number of pairs
(p,L) where p E G n L, p 4- A U Band L n A ~ ~ " L n B, we get

(n-1)2 = (g-2)(t-l)

Since n-l and g-2 are relatively prime, (n_l)2 divides t-l, in contradiction
with t ~ n.

a) Suppose now that there are at least two projective lines in S. lf alI pro
jective lines have a point p in common, then, since d.Q > O. there is at least
one non-projecti ve l ine L through p. Let Go be one of' the projecti ve l i nes.
Consider two points x and y distinct from p and 1ying respectively on L and G.
Counting in two ways the number cf pairs (q,L') where q ~ x and <q,x> = L'
(resp. q ~ y and <q,y> = L'), we get
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v-l = (n-l) + (g-l)(n-l) = g-l + .(g-l)(n-l)

and so n = g, contradicting n < g-l. Therefore the projective lines of S have
no point in common. This implies that all points of S have the same degree g.

Thus for any two disjoint lines A and Band for any point p outside A U B,
the number of bisecants of A and B passing through p is d2(p,A,B) = 2n + do - g,
which is independent of the triple (p,A,B), and so S satisfies condition (02).
Proposition 4.2 follows now easily from Theorem 2.

6.3. The case do > l with no projecti ve l ine.

Lemna 4.4. If. there is no projective Une in S~ then two disjoint lines have

always the same size.

Proof. Suppose on the contrary that A and B are two disjoint lines with diffe
rent" siles a and b. By Lemma 4.2, we know that alI lines disjoint from A U B
have the same size, equal either to a or to b. 1t is no loss of generality to
assume that this size is b. Then Lemma 4.1 yields

(a-b)(b+do) = rA - rB
Now we shall give a proof in three steps :

Step 1. All lines disjoint from A have size b.

(14)

Suppose on the contrary that there is a line C disjoint from A and of
size c ~ b. Lemma 4.2 implies that C intersects B, as well as any line dis
joint from A U B. Thus, counting in two ways the number of pairs (p,L) where
p E L and L is disjoint from A U B, we get

(c-l)d b = (v-a-b)do o
that is

cb = v-a (15 )

Therefore c is uniquely determined and the only possible sizes for the lines
disjoint from A are band c. This implies that the size of any line disjoint
from A U C is either b or c. We show that b is impossible. Indeed, if a ~ c,
this"is obvious by Lemma 4.2; if a = c, suppose on the contrary that there is
aline B' of size b disjoint from A U C. Then Lemma 4. l gives

(a-b)(a+do) = rA - rB'

but Corollary 4.2 implies that
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(a-~(a+do) = rA - rB
contradicting (14).
Since any line disjoint from A U C has size c, by Lemma 4. l,

(a-c)(c+do) = rA - rC (16)

On the other hand, since A is disjoint from the two intersecting 1ines Band
C, Lemma 4.1 yields

(b-c)(a+do+l) = rB - rC
Subtracting (17) from (16) and using (14), we get

(a-c)(c+do) - (b-c)(a+do+1) = (a-b)(b+do)

that i s

(b-C)(b+c-1-2a) = O

and, since b F c

2a = b+c-l

(17)

( 18)

(15) becomes

V.= 2 ab - b2
Now

or v =

+ a + b

2 ac - c2 + a + c

(19 )

(20)

Let D be aline of size d intersecting A. We shal1 prove that d = a. If on
the contrary d F a and if there is aline B' of size b disjoint from A Ù D,
then, by Coro11ary 4. l, D intersects a1l 1ines of size c disjoint from A.
Counting in two ways the number of pairs (p,L) where L is disjoint from A U C
and p € L, we get

(d-2)d c = (v-a-c)do o
Therefore

d = (v-a+c)/c = b + l thanks to (15).

According to Lemma 4.2, the size of a1l 1ines disjoint from B' U D is either b
or d = b+l. In particular, there are lines disjoint from B' U D and intersec
ting A, which have necessarily size a or b+1 because they intersect A and we
have just seen that if d F a is the size of aline intersecting A, then d = b+l.
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Therefore, since a ~ b, a11 lines disjoint from B' U D have size b+1. On the
other hand, Abeing disjoint from the lines Band B' of the same size b, Corol
lary 4.2. yie1ds

r B = r B,

which, together with (14) and Lemma 4.1, implies that al1 lines disjoint from
A U B' have size b. Therefore A intersects any 1ine disjoint from B' U D.

Counting in two ways the number of f1ags (p,L) where L is aline disjoint from
B' U D, we get

(a-1)d
O

(b+1) = (v - 2b - l)do
and, using (19),

b(a-b) = O, a contradiction.

This imp1ies that if d r a, Dintersects al1 1ines of size b disjoint from
A. In particu1ar, D intersects Band a11 1ines disjoint from A U B. Then, coun
ting in two ways the number of f1ags (p,L) where L is aline disjoint from A U B,
we get

(d-2)d
O

b = (v-a"b)do
Therefore

d = (v-a+b)/b = c+l thanks to (15).

We have seen that if aline of size dr a intersects A, C and a11 lines disjoint
from A U C, then d = b+l. Since b r c, we conclude that there is a 1ine C' of
size c disjoint from A and D. By Lemma 4.2, the size of a11 lines disjoint from

•
D U C' is either c or d = c+1. But some of these lines meet A and therefore
have size a or c+1. If a r c, then a11 lines disjoint from D U C' have size
c+l, and so cannot be disjoint from A U C'. Therefore al1 these lines inter
sect A. Counting in two ways the number of flags (p,L) where L is disjoint
from D U C', we get

(a-1)d
O

(c+l)

and, using (20),

= (v-2c-1) do

c(a-c) = O, a contradiction.

Therefore a = c and, by (18),

b = a+1 = c+l (21 )

It fo110ws that a and bare the only line sizes in S. For any point p of S,
we denote by Qp the number of 1ines of size a through p. Counting in two ways
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the number of pairs (q,L) where q ! p and <q,p> = L, we get

v-l = Qp (a-l) + (rp - Qp)(b-l)

which, using (19) and (21), can be written

a(a+2) - l = Qp (a-l) + (rp - Qp)a

or a(a+2"rp) = l - Qp (22)

Therefore a divides Qp-l. Let m be the positive integer such that

ma = Q - l (23)
P

(22) yields

rp = a + 2 + m (24)

Consider aline B' of size b = a+l not passing through p and note that p is
on at least do 1ines disjoint from 8'. We have

rp = a+2+m;> b+do = a+l+do >. a+3 (25)

and so m >. l. (23) and (24) imply that the number of lines of size b through
p is

r - Q = l+m+a(l-m) >. O
p P .

Therefore if a >. 4, then m= l and, using (25) and (24), we get

r = a+3 = b+d
P o

for any point p of S. We conclude that any line intersecting Ameets 8. There
fore, if p E A, then A is the only line disjoint from 8 through p, contradic
ting do >. 2.
If a = 2, then·b = 3 and (19) gives v = 8. Similarly, if a = 3, then b = 4·
and v = 15. But these va1ues of v are incompatible with the fact that through
any point p ~ A UB, there are at least two 1ines of size b disjoint from A U 8.

Thus we have proved that alI 1ines meeting A have a points. Let A' be a
line meeting A. If A' is disjoint from aline 8' of size b (necessarily disjoint
from A), Corollary 4.2 gives

r
A

= r
A

,

since B' is disjoint from A UA', and

r
B

= r
B

,

since A is disjoint from BUB'.
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Then Lemma 4.1 and (14) imp1y that a11 1ines disjoint from A' U B' have size b,
contradicting the fact that some of these 1ines meet A.

Therefore A' meets Band a11 1ines disjoint from A U B. Counting the
number of f1ags (p,L) where L is disjoint from A U B, we get

(a-2)d
O

b = (v-a-b)do
and so, usin9 (19), a = b-2
and, using (18), c = b-3

In particu1ar, a F c. Now we claim that A' meets C and a11 1ines disjoint from
A U C (indeed, suppose, on the contrary, that one of these lines, say C', is
disjoint from A'. Coro11ary 4.2 and relation (16) imply that a11 lines disjoint
from A' U C' have size c, contradicting the fact that some of these 1ines meet
A and that a F c). Counting in two ways the number of pairs (p,L) where L is
disjoint from A U C and p E L, we get

(a-2)d
O

c = (v-a-c)do
and so, using (20), a = c-2
which, together with (21) imp1ies b = c, a contradiction.

This ends the proof of step 1. From now on, we may assume that
(., in any pair of disjoint 1ines of different sizes, one of the 1ines has the

property that al1 lines disjoint from it have the same size.

Step 2. a and bare the on1y two line sizes in S.

lt suffices to prove that any 1ine Dintersectin9 A has size a or b.
Suppose on the contrary that the size d of O is different from a and b. We
sha11 prove that O intersects a11 1ines disjoint from A. lndeed, if there is
aline B' disjoint from A U D, then the size of a11 lines disjoint from D U B'
is either b or d. Assume first that this size is b. Then Lemma 4.1 yields

(d-b)(b+do) = r - rO B
Subtracting this from (14), we get

(a-d)(b+do' = rA - rO
On the othe r hand, Lemma 4.1 9i ves

(a-d)(b+d +1) = r - ro A O
since B' is disjoint from the two intersecting lines A and O. These last two
re1ations are contradictory. Therefore a11 1ines disjoint from D U B' have
size d, and so they intérsect A. Counting in two ways the number of flags
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(p,L) where L is disjoint from D UB', we get

(a-l)do d = (v-b-d)do .

Note that alI lines disjoint from A U B' intersect D; then a similar counting
argument yields

(d-l)do b = (v-a-b)do
Subtracting these two relations and simplifying by do' we get

d(a-b) = a-b

Hence
d=l, a contradiction.

Thus D intersects any line disjoint from A. In particular, D intersects
Band alI lines disjoint form A UB. Counting in two ways the number of flags
(p,L) where the line L·is disjoint from A UB, we get

(d-2) b = v-a-b

which shows that d is uniquely determined. Therefore there are exactly three
line sizes in S, namely a, band d.

Since Dmeets all lines disjoint from A, any line C disjoint fram D
intersects A. We shall prove that C intersects also B. This has already been
proved if C is of size d. Suppose now that C has size a and is disjoint from
B. Then Corollary 4.2 yields

r A = r C
Together with (14), this implies

(a-b)(b+s). = rC - rB
which means, by Lemma 4. l, that all lines disjoint from C U B have size b.
Thanks to assumption (.), we conclude that al1 lines disjoint from C have
size b, contradicting the fact that D and C are disjoint.

Thus if C is disjoint from B, C has size b. Since there is aline disjoint
fram B U C, Corollary 4.2 yields

r B = r C •

Applying Lemma 4.1 to the line B disjoint from the two intersecting lines A
and C, we get
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These two relations contradict (14), and so any line disjoint from Dintersects
both A and B. Let C be such aline. Counting in two ways the number of lines
disjoint fram C U D, we get

(a-Z)d
O

= (b-Z)do
Hence a = b, a contradiction. Therefore any line intersecting A has size a or b.

Step 3. Let C be aline intersecting both A and B. Any line Ddisjoint
fram C and intersecting A U B meets A and B.
In order to prove this, we shall consider several cases, according to the sizes
of C and D.

(i) lf Dhas size a, then we already know that Dintersects A.
(ii) If C has size a and if D, intersecting A, has size b, then Dmeets B.

Indeed, suppose on the contrary that D and B are disjoint. Lemma 4. l,
applied to the line B disjoint from the two intersecting lines A and D,
yields

(a-b){b+do+l) = rA - rD
and Co~ollaryiZ implies that

r D = r B

but these two relations contradict (14).
(iii) If C has siie a and if D, intersecting B, has size b, then Dmeets A.

Indeed, suppose on the contrary that Dand Aare disjoint. Corollary
4.Z yields rA= rC and rB = rD .
Let E be aline disjoint from C and D, through a point p E A. These last
two relations, together with (14), imply that E has size b. Moreover, by
Corollary 4.Z,

rE = rD = rB .
Lemma4.l applied to the line Ddisjoint from C UE (resp. A U E) yields

(a-b)(b+do) = rC - rE = rA - rB
and (a-b)(b+do+l) = rA - rE = rA - rB
These two relations contradict each other.

(iv) If C has size a and if D,intersecting A, has size a, then Dmeets B.
Indeed, if on the contrary B is disjoint from D, Corollary 4.Z yields

r A = r
Ò

which, toegether with (14). and Lemma 4.1 applied to the disjoint lines B
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and O. imp1ies that all lines disjoint from B U O have sile b. Therefore.
thanks to assumption (.). we conclude that any 1ine disjoint from O has
sile b. contradicting the fact that e is disjoint from O.

(v) If e and O have sile band if O intersects B. then Omeets A. lndeed.
if on the contrary A and O are disjoint. eorollary 4.2 yields

and

re • rO
Lemma 4. l app1ied to the 1ine O disjoint from the two intersecting lines
e and Ayields

(a-b)(b+oo+1) • rA - re • rA - rB
in contradiction with (14).

(vi) If e and O have sile band if Omeets A. then Omeets B. lndeed. if on
the contrary O and B are disjoint. then

r
B

• r
O

and. using Lemma 4. l. we get

(a-b)(b+do+l)' rA - rO
These two relations contradict (14).

(vii) Final1y. if e has sile band if D has sile a and intersects A. then O
intersects B. lndeed. suppose on the contrary that Band O are disjoint.
and let B' be aline intersecting O and disjoint from A U B. eorollary
4.2 yields

r
A

• r
O

By Lemma 4.1. we get

(a-b)(b+dO) • rA - rB'

since B is disjoint from the two disjoint lines A and B'. and

(a-b)(b+dO+1) • rD- rB' • rA - rB'

since B is disjoint from the two intersecting lines O and B'.
These two re1ations contradict each other.

Now. take a 1ine O disjoint from e and intersecting A U B.
Thanks to step 3. counting in two ways the number of lines disjoint from e U D
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and lntersectlng A U B, we have

(a-2)dO • (b-2)do
whlch lmp1les a • b, a contradlctlon. Thls proves Lemma 4.4.

LeImlO. 4.5. If thezoe ie no projeotive Une in S and if any two diejoint Unee

of S have the eame eiae, tlum an Unee of S have the eame sise.

Proof. Suppose on the contrary that there are at 1east two distinct 1ine sizes n
and t. Conslder two dlsjolnt 1ines A and Bof slze n and 1et L be a.1lne of size
t. L and a11 1lnes dlsjoint fram L lntersect Aand B. Counting in two ways the
number of bisecants of Aand B passing nelther through p € An L nor through
q € B n L, we get

2(n-l) = E [d2(x,A,B)-11 + 6
x€L
x;p,q

where 8 denotes the J1umber of 1ines disjoint from L.
Since

d2(x,A,B) = 2n + d - ro x
we get

(n_1)2 = (t-2)(2n+do·1) + 6 - rL + rp + rq (26)

Through any point y ; p,q on L, consider a 1ine C disjoint from A U B. The same
counting argument app1ied to the pairs of 1ines {A,Cl and {B,Cl instead of
{A,B} yie1ds

(n_1)2 = (t-2)(2n+do·1) + 6 - rL + rp + ry (27)
and

(n·1)2 = (t-2)(2n+do·1) + 6 - rL + rq + ry (28)

(26), (27) and (28) imp1y that rp = rq = ry, and so a11 points of L have the
same degree. One proves in the same way that a11 points of any 1ine of size n
have the same degree. Finally, since· any lfne of size n intersects L, all
points of S have the same degree r.

Counting in two ways the number of pairs (y,C) where C is disjoint from
A U Band y € C n L, we get

2(t-2)do = Ili - (2r-1) - 2(n-1)(r-2) + (n-l)

Simil arly,
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(n-2)d = 1.C1 - (2r-1) - 2(1.-1)(r-2) + (H)2o
Subtracting these two re1ations, we have

(t-n)d = 2(t-n)(r-2) + n2 - t 2 + 2(t-n)o
Therefore. since i # n,

2r = t + n + d + 2 .o (29)

Suppose t > n and let L' be aline disjoint from L. The number of 1ines

intersecting L but not L' ,'and passing through a point p ~ L U L', is

r - t - d >. Oo
Mu1tip1ying by 2 and using (29), we get

2 - d > t-no -
in contradiction with do >. 2 and t >. n+1.

Proposition 4.3. If S contains no p1"ojective line, then S id L,"<1! ,1/.:~~r~<~ .~:t_Vj<J,

pI'ojective space of dimension .3 or a genel'alizeà proj~ctive 3D;.,::,,' i-r.. ";rli~·.;1 ..;.,

lines have size 2.

P't'Oof. Thanks to LerIl11as 4.4 and 4.5, we know that ali lino, ai S Ilave. ti,e salle

size n,and so that a11 points have the same degree r. Thus, for any t'M dlS-i,,;,;1

lines L, L' and any point p outside L U L', d
2
(p,L,L') = 211 + do - r is inde ..

pendent cf the choice of p, L and L'. Therefore by Theorem 2 (more precise I,.

by Propositions 2.1 and 2.2), we have the desired conclusion.

7. LINEAR SPACES SATISFYING CONOITION (12).

L

i

L'

x

(12) there is a non-negative integer i 2 su.:h r;.hc.t for :lny ~:::j ~1.!~!·S~;:'::':"·<:

linea L.. L l ar.d any point x outsiàe L U L' 7 ;r.er'e are c:xet:t:.'!.y i
2

;'.i

secants of L and Ll passing chrotigh x.

The on1y finite 1inear spaces which are known to satisfy condition (L,

are the (possib1y degenerate) projective planes, the affine plallos aod t""

Steiner systems S(2,2,v). We wi11 prove that other examples (if any) shou]" "
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Steiner systems S(2,k,v) satisfying some rather restrictive arithmetical condi

tions on i Z and k.

Theorem 5 (2.0]. If S is a finite non-trivial linear space satisfying

condition (IZ), then

(i) 5 is a degenerate projective pla'~ (and i Z = l),

01' (ii) S is a Steiner system S(2,k,v) with i 2 < k .: V, 8UC~ tt:.at

(l) izl(k-l)(k-Z)

(Z) k[1 (k-l)(k-Z)/i Z+2J[ (k-1)(k-Z)/i Z+l)

(3) iZ(Zk-Z-iZ)[k(k-l)Z(k-Z)

(4) if (k-l)(k-Z)/i Z i8 odd, then k-l-i Z is a squcre

if (k-l)(k-Z)/i Z i8 even, then the Diophantine equation

(k-l-iZ)XZ + (_l)(k-l)(k-Z)/Zi, i
Z

yZ = zZ

has a solution in integers x,y,z not all zero.

Moreover i 2 = k-l iff S 1-S a proJective plane of ol'der' k-l

i Z = k-Z iff 5 is an affine piane of order k.

Note that this theorem gives a parti al answer to an open probiem ment;oned

by Carreron in I lS, p.54) .

Proof. The proof of (3) (resp. (4)) is based on the construction of certain

partial geometri es (resp. symmetric Z-designs) associated with S, whence alI

other statements fo110w directly fram the linear structure of S. Thus we shall

divide the proof into three parts :

7.1. The linear space S.

First af all, note that if ;2 = 0, any b;secant af twa inter~ect;ng

lines has size 2, and so a11 lines of 5 have size 2. Therefare. from now ()Il.

we sha 11 suppose i Z ' 1.

It ;s easy to check that if 5 ;s the un;on af two ;ntersecting !lnes,

then cond;t;on (12) is satisfied iff 5 ;$ a degenerate prajective plane. Hence

we may assume, in what follow$, that any point of S ;s Ori at least thret~ lines.
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Let L and L' be two .1ines intersecting in x. Consider a third line L"
passing through x. Counting in two different ways the number of trisecants
cf L, LI and LII

, we get

(iLI - l)i Z = ([L'I - l).i Z

that islLI = IL' I.
Therefore any two intersecting 1ines have the same size, and so al1 1ines of
S have the same size, which we denote by k. Counting in two different ways

the number of pairs (p, L1) where p f L U L' and L1 is a bisecant of L and L'
passing through p, we get

(v - Zk + l)i Z = (k-1)Z(k-Z) (5)

If r denotes the degree of a point of S, we have

v-k = (r-1)(k-1)

(5) and (6) yield

(r-Z)i Z = (k-1)(k-Z) (7)

which implies izl(k-1)(k-Z) (l).
On the other hand, the number of lines of S is vr/k, which must be an integer.

Thanks to (6), we deduce that

klr(r-l) (8)

which, using (7), gives

kll (k-1)(k-2)/i 2 + Z][ (k-l)(k-2)/i 2+.i1 (2)

For i2 = k-2 (resp. k-1), (5) yields v = k2 (resp. k2-k+1) and so S is an
affine (resp. projective) plane.
This ends the first part of the proof.

Not~ that (Z) imp1ies

kIZ(i Z+l)(i Z+2) (9)

Thanks to (1), (Z), (3) it is easily sho>m that k i 2(i 2+1)(i 2+2) and that
k = (i 2+1)(i 2+Z) is admissible only for i 2 = 2. So (9) implies that
k ~ 2(i 2+1)(i 2+2)(3 for i 2 > 2 and we conclude that /k, i 2 for any i 2 > 3.

7.2. Partial geometries and association schemes.

Given a line L of S, the point set S-L, provided with the restrictions

to S-L of the lines of S intersectin9 L, fonns a partia1 geometry with para-
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meters (R.K.T) = (k. k-1. i 2) having V = v-k = (k-1)2(k-2)/i 2+k-1 points and
B = k(k-1)(k-2)/i 2+k 1ines.
The point graph (resp. line graph) of a parti al geometry is defined by cal1ing
two points (resp. two lines) adjacent iff they are co1linear (resp. concurrent).
The 1ine graph is a1so the point graph of the dual partial geometry. Thus four
strongly regu1ar graphs are associated with every partia1 geometry, namely the
point graph Gp' the line graph GL and their complements Gp and GL.
In our probl,em. the parameters of Gp are

vp = V= (k-1)2(k-2)/i 2 + k - l kp = k(k-2)

Àp = (k-1)(i 2-1) + k - 3 "p = ki 2
Besides the trivia1 eigenvalue kp' the other eigenva1ues of Gp are

r p = k - i 2 - 2 with multiplicity f p = (k-2)(k-1)2k/i2 (2k - 2 - i 2)

aod

sp = -k with multip1icity 9 = v - l - f
P P P

For the l i ne graph GL'

vL = k(k-l)(k-2)/i 2+k kL = (k_l)2

ÀL = (k-2)i 2 "L = (H )i 2
rL = k - i2 - fL = f p

sL = -(k-l) gL = v -l-f = k-l +
k(k-l }(k-2) (k-I-i 2)

L L 'Z(2k-2-'2)

Multiplicities of ei-genva1ues being integers, we get

i2(2k-2-i 2)I(k-Z)(k-I)Z (3)

The other known necessary conditions for the existence ef a strongly regular
graph. namely the Krein condition ([lO). the abso1ute bound ([11). the ~-bound

(112) and the claw-bound (113). are tedious but easy to check: they give
nothing more than the previous conditions.

The line graph GL may a1so be viewed as a Z-class association scheme "2
if we say that two lines are first associates when they are distinct and ddja

cent (i .e. when the corresponding lines of S form a triangle with L) and secend
associates otherwise. Actually we can define a 3-class association scheme ~3

by subdividing the second class of [2' The vert,ces of "3 are the lines of S
intersecting L~ two vertices are first associates if the corresponding hnes

intersect in a point outside L.

- hO
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t second associates if the corresponding lines
intersect in a point of L and third associates if the corresponding lines are

disjoint. Indeed, the number n. of i-th associates of a vertex x is independent
1 .

of x ,and for any two i-th associates x and y, the number PJk of vertices

which are j-th associates of x and k-th associates of y does not depend on the
pairx.y.

Consider the vL x vL association matrices Aj .= (a;y) with entries a;y = 1
if the vertices x and y are j-th associates and aJ = O·otherwise. We denotexy
by Àjk the (not necessari1y distinct) eigenvalues of Aj and by "k the multipli-

city of Àjk (it can be shown that "k does not depend on j). The parameters of "3
are

2
(H )(k-2)/i 2 n3 = (k-l)(k-2)(k-l-i 2)/i 2nl = (H) n2 =

l = (k-2)i 2, l k-2 P~3 =(k·Z)(k.l.il )P11 P12 = ,
l O P13 = (k-2)(k-l-i 2)/i 2, P~3 = (k-2)(k-1-i 2)(k-2-i 2)/i 2P22 = ,
2 (k-l)i 2

2 P~3 = (k-l)(k-1-i 2)P11 = P12 = O
2 (k-l)(k-2)/i 2-1, 2 2 (k-l) (k-2-i Z)(k.1" 2)/'1P22 = PZ3 = O P33 =
3

(k-l)i Z'
3 3 (k-l)(k-Z-;Z)P11 = P12 = k-l P13 =

3 O 3 (k-1)(k-Z-i 2)/i 2, 3 (k - I )[ (k - ]-i Z)( k- 3- i .,). i _. l IP22 = , P23 = P33 = " ,
'11 k-l-i 2 -(H) -(k-I) / i - I= '12 = '13 = 2

'21 = - l, 'zz = - l ,

'31 = -(k-l-i 2), '32 k-I,

"l = (k-2)(k-l)Zk/i 2(2k-2-i 2), "2 =

'23 = (k-I)(k-2)/1 2

'33 = -(k-2)(k-l-i Z)/i Z

k(k-1)(k-Z)(k-I-1 Z)/i 2(2k-2-1 Z)' u3 = k-l

Condition (3) and 1 + "l + "Z + "3 = vL imply that al1 multiplicities are
integers. Moreover it is not difficult to check that the Krein condition as

we11 as the condition given by Mathon ([14) are satisfied for alI pairs (i 2,k)
satisfying (1), (Z), (3) with i Z • k-3.

7.3. Symmetric 2-designs.

If i Z • k-2, a non-trivial symmetric Z-design D(p,q) can be associated
with any pair (p,q) of distinct points of S as fo110ws : the points of D(p.~)

are the 1ines through p distinct from the line <p,q>, the blocks of D(p,q)
are the lines through q distinct from <p,q>, a point and a block being incident
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iff the corresponding 1ines intersect. Each point of D(p.q) is on k-1 blocks

and each block contains k-l points. any two points are on i Z blocks and any

two b10cks have i Z points in common. Thus D(p.q) is an Si (Z.k-l.(k-l)(k-Z)/iZ+l).
Z

The Bruck-Chowla-Ryser theorem (13) gives a necessary condition for the exis-

tence of such a Gesign. name1y (4). This ends the proaf of Theorem 5.

Unfortunate1y. there remain infinitely many pairs of parameters (iZ.k)

with i Z ~ k-3 satisfying the conditions (1). (Z). (3) and (4) : for instance.
all pairs (iZ.k) with i Z • gn (n >. 1) and k = (i Z+1)(i Z+Z)/Z, Indeed. it is
easy to check that these pairs satisfy the first three conditions. We shall
prove that the fourth condition is a1so satisfied by using the following

Theorem [37 J • [40J. The equa t i on

b xZ + c yZ = zZ ( 10)

has solutions in integers x.y.z not al1 zero if and only if for every prime

p as wel1 as for p = w. the Hilbert norm-residue symbol (b.c)p is equal to

+ 1.

The symbol (b.C)p is defined to be +1 or -1 according as the congruence

b xZ +c yZ ; zZ (mod pm)

x,y,z, not al1 multiples cf .p, for every power

(b.ct = + 1 or - l according as (10)

rea1 numbers x.y.z # O. Thus (b.c)~ = +1
We shall use the fo110wing properties of the

does have solutions in integers

pm of the prime P'. or noto and
'does or does not have solutions in

unless both band c are negative.
Hilbert norm-residue symbol :

(P1) n (b.e)p = 1 (the product being over all primes p, ineluding p = ~)

P
(PZ) (b.C2)p = 1 •

(P3) if p is an odd prime and b.e t O (mod p). then (b.e)p = 1 ,

(P4) if p is an odd prime and if cl ; c2 I O (mod p), then (b.cl)p = (b.CZ)p

If i 2 = gn (n>. 1) and k = (iZ+l)(iZ+Z)/Z, then k , (gn+2)(gn+1)/2 ,

3 (mcd 4). and so (k-1)(k-2) ,2 (mod 4). Since i 2 is odd and divides k-l,

we conclude that (k-1)(k-2)/Z i 2 ;s an odd integer and (4) becomes

n9 +1 gn Z gn 2 z2Z- x- y=

has a solution in integers x,y.z not al1 zero, or equivalently
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(11)

has a solution in integers x,y,m not all zero. Since (11) has solutions in

real numbers X.y,m + O, thanks to the above theorem, we have only to prove
n

that (~ l ) l f . M th k t (P l ) d t< - p: + or every prlme p. oreover an s o an o
gn+1{z-- ' -1)00 : +1. it is sufficient to check this for the odd primes. Thus, let

p be any odd prime.

gn+l gn+ l gn+ l
If p ~ z-- ' then (z-- ' -l)p : 1 by (P3). If on the contrary p I z--

then gn", -l (mod p) and we deduce from (P4) and (P2) that
gn+ l gn+ l{z-- ' -l)p : {Z-- ' gn)p : l .

Therefore condition (4) is satisfied for the above values of i 2 and k.

For k ~ 100 there are only six pairs (i 2,k) with i 2 ~ k-3 satisfying

conditions (1) to (4), namely (2,12), (24,65), (20,66), (3,10), (7,36) and (9.55)
(for the last three, k : (i 2+1)(i 2+2)/2). The existence of a symmetric 2-design

Si (2, k-1, (k-l)(k-2)/i 2+1) is known [57J for only two of these pairs. namely
2

(2,12) and (3,10).

Note that if S satisfies one further hypothesis, the symmetric 2-designs
D(p,q) are extendable and (14) rules out all pairs (i 2,k) with i 2 ~ k-3, except
one. Given a point p and a 1ine L not through p, 1et t(p,L) de note the set of

lines passing through p and intersecting L and 1et S(p,L) denote the set of
points distinct from p and belonging to aline of t(p,L). Note that if i 2 < k-l,
two lines L, L' such thatt(p,L) :t(p,L') are necessarily disjoint.

Proposition 5.1. Let S be a finite tinear spa~e satisfYing condition ([2) with

l ~ i 2 ~ k-3. If there is a point p E S such that for any line L not through p,
any point of S(p,L) is on a line L' such that t(p,L ) : t(p,L'), then i 2 : 2
andk:12.

Proof. Consider the design D(p) whose points are the lines through p, whose
blocks are the distinct sets t(p,L), incidence of points and blocks being
given by set inclusion. Thus any block has exactly k points and the total number

of points is r: (k-l)(k-2)/i 2+2. By hypothesis, given a line L not through p,
any point of S(p,L) is on one and only one line L' such that t(p,L) : t(p,L')
(on1y one because we have seen before that such 1ines are necessarily disjoint).
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It fo11ows that any three points of D(p) are in exact1y i 2 b10cks and that the
tota1 number of b10cks is r(r-1)/k. Therefore, D(p) is a symmetric 3-design
5i j3,k,(k-1)(k-2)/i 2+2). Note that for any point q distinct from p, the 2-design
D(p,q) is isomorphic to the derived design of D(p) relative to <p,q>. Theorem 5

and the theorem of Cameron (14) 1isting the admissib1e parameters of symmetric
3-designsimp1y immediate1y that i 2 = 2 and k = 12. The pair (i 2,k) = (2,.12)
corresponds to a hypothetica1 linear space 5(2, 12, 628), the existence of which
is unsett1ed.

Finally, 1et us mention the following

Proposition 5.2. The onLy finite Linear spaces S(2,k,v) with k a prime power

that satisfy condition (12) are projective or affine pLanes.

Proof. Let S be a finite linear space S(2,k,v) satisfying condition (12) which
is neither a projective p1ane nor an affine plane, so that

k~i2+3 (12)

Let k = pn with p a prime number. (2) impl ies that

Since i 2+l and i 2+2 are relatively prime, we conclude that

pn I 2(i 2+1) n I 2(i 2+2)or p

Therefore, by (12),

pn = 2(i 2+1) or pn = 2(i 2+2) ,

and so pn = 2n with n ;: 2.

If pn = 2(i 2+2), then (l) becomes

2n- 2 -l I (2n_1)(2n- 1 -1)

and so

2n-2 -1 I 2(n,n-2) -l = l or 3.

Therefore (i 2,k) = (2,8) or (6, 16), contradicting (2).

If k = 2(i 2+1), then (3) becomes

2( 2n -1) - (2 n-1 -l) 2n+l (2n -l) (2 n-1 -1) .

Since 2n+1 and 2n-1 are each re1atively prime with 2(2n - 1)_(2n- 1 -1), this

imp1 ies that
- 64 -
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2(2n _l)_(2n- 1 -1) I 2n- 1 - 1 > O

and so 2(2n -1) ~ 2(2n-1 -1). a contradiction.

8. LINEAR SPACES SATISFYING CONDITION (Il).

L

x

(Il) there is a non-negative integer il Buoh that for any ordered pair of
inu1"s€cting linea l, L I and for any point x ou.tside L U L1.J there

are exactly i, linea through x which intersect L but not LI.

The study of finite li.near spaces satisfying condition (Il) reduces

exact1y to that of finite 1inear spaces satisfying condition (12), thanks
to the following result :

Theorem6["IThe finite nan-tl'ivial linear spaoes satisfying (Il) are

the finite dB.generate projective pZanes and the :Jteinet> systems

S(2.k,v) (k < v) satisfYing oondition (12).

We have seen in Theorem 5 that the finite non-trivial linear spaces

satisfying condition (12) are necessarily Steiner systems S(2,k,v) or de
generate projective planes. so that conditions (Il) and (12) are equivalent.

?roof of Theorem 6.

Let S be. a finite non-trivia1 linear spaCe satisfying condition (Il).

It is easi1y seen that if S is the union of two intersecting lines. then S
is a degenerate projective p1ane. Suppose now that 5 is not the union of two

intersecting 1.ìnes. Then. for any two intersecting 1ines L and L', the degree
of any point x outside, L U L' is
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and so L and L' have the same size. Therefore alI lines of S have the same

size. Since conditions (Il) and ([2) are equivalent far Steiner systems
S(2.k,v), the theorem is proved.

9. LINEAR SPACES SATISFYING CONDITION (lO).

x

L'

([O) there i. a non-negative integer io such that far any two intersecting

lines L, L' of S and far any point x outside L U L I .. there are exactly

io 'Lines throWJh x which are disjoint fl'om L U L' .

The study of finite linear spaces satisfying condition (lO) reduces
essentially to that of finTte linear spaces satisfying condition (12), thanks
to the following

Theorem7[lb].If S is a finite non-trivial linear space satisfying conàition

(IO), then one of the following aeeurs

(i) S is a punctured projective plane or an affine plane with one point

at infinity ..

(ii) 5 is a degenerate projective plane or a Steiner system S(2,k,v) (k<v)
satisfying eondition (12)

Conversely, each of these finite spaces satisfies condition ([O).

In particular, the only known finite linear spaces satisfying condition

(lO) are, besides the trivia1 examples P(2, k+l) and PG(d,l), the finite semF

affine planes (in which io is always zero).

Proaf. Let S be a finite non-trivial linear space satisfying condition (lO).
Note first that if S is the union of two intersecting lines. then 5 ;5 either

a degenerate projective plane or AG(2,2) with one point at infinity. On the
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other hand, as mentioned in section 3, conditions (IO) and(12) are equivalent
for Steiner systems S(2,k,v), so that we may assume fram now on that S contains
two lines of distinct sizes and that every point of S has degree >- 3. The fol
lowing lemmas will show that, under these assumptions, io = O; this will make
the proof of Theorem 7 easier.

Lerrrna 7.1~ If S contains a point X of degree 3, then io = O.

Proof. Let A,B,C be the three lines passing through x. If io F O, there would
be a line Ddisjoint fram B U C through a point y of A distinct from x, so that
rx >- 4, a contradiction.

In the following lemmas, we assume that every point of S has degree >- 4.

Lemma 7.2. If A,B,C are three paiPWise intersectinglines of size a,b,c respee

tively, then

rA - rB = (a-b)(c+iol + rAnC - rBnc

In partiC!Ular, ii A, B.J C are conaurrent, then

Proof. Counting in two ways the number of bisecants of A and B "hich are disjoint
from C, we get

E i1(z,A,C)
zEB
z~AUC

fram which we immediately deduce the desired formulas by using

and

Col'OZL=y 7.2.

(i) If Aand B are two intersecting ~ines of the Bame size, then rA= r B .
(ii) For any point x of 5, aLI lines passing through x, except possibly one,

have the same size.

(iii) If three points x,y,z are such that the lines A = <x,z> and B = <y,z>

are distinct and have the same size, then rx = ry '
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Prooi. Since we have assumed that all points of S have degree >. 4, there is a

line C concurrent with the two intersecting lines A and B. (i) fo11ows imme
diately from Lemma 7.2 applied to A, Band C.

In order to prove (ii), suppose that A and Bare two lines of distinct

sizes a and b passing through x (which, by hypothesis. has degree >. 4). If C
and C'are two lines passing through x and distinct from A and B. it fo1lows
immediately from Lemma 7.2 that C and C· have the same size c. On the other
hand, if c f b. then the same argument applied to C' and Awhich are distinct

from the two lines Band C of distinct sizes shows that c = a. and so (ii) is

proveci.

In order to prove (iii). note first that rA = rB by (i). Then Lemma 7.2

applied to the three lines A, Band C = <x.y> yields rAnc - rBnc = O, that is

rx = ry '

Le~a 7.3. Let P be a point of S. If B .s the only line of size b passing through

p, then

(i) any two points outside B have the same degree,

(ii) any two Linea distinct [rom Band concurrent with 8 hnve tne deone size.

Proof. Let x and y be two points outside B such that x. y and p dre not co11illear.
By Coro11ary 7.2 (ii) al1 lines distinct from B through p have the same size a.
and so we deciuce from Coro11ary 7.2. (iii) that x and y have the same degree.

This implies that a11 points outside B have the same degree r.

Now let C and O be two lines distinct from Band intersecting in a point
Z E B. If z = p, we already know that C and D have the same size. If Z F P. let

A (resp. A') be aline through p, distinct from Band intersecting C (resp. D).

Then, by Lemma 7.2 and Coro11ary 7.2 (i), we get

rA - rB = (a-b)(c+i o) + r - rz

ano

rA - rB = (a-b)(d+i o) + r - r Z •

Since a f b, these equalities imply c = d.

Lemma 7.4. If eve~d point oi S has èegree ~ 4, then io = O

Proof. As we have seen at the beginning, we may assume thùt S contdins tl10 lines

A and B having distinct sizes a and b respectively and intersecting in a ~oint ~.
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Moreover, by Coro11ary 7.2 (ii), we may a1so assume that a11 line; distinct
from Band containing the point p have sile a.

Suppose first that every line intersecting Band not passing through p

has sile! a. Then, if b > 2, any point x ~ B is on at least two 1ines of
sile! a. Therefore, by Corollary 7.2 (ii), A(x) = <x,p> is the only line
through x having sile a. From Lemma 7.3 (ii), we deduce that any two lines
distinct from A(x) and concurrent with A(x) have the same sile. Since p has

degree , 4 and p E A(x), this contradicts the fact that B is the on1y line
of sile b containing p. This shows at the same time that b = 2 (let B = (p,q})

and that any point x ~ B is on at least two lines of sile a. 5ince ~y hypothesis,
the sile c(x) of the line C(x) = <x,q> is distinct from a, we deduce from

Corollary 7.2 (ii) that C(x) is the only 1ine of sile c(x) containing x. There

fore, by Ler.ma 7.3 (i), any poi nt y ~ C( x) has degree

ry = r p'

Since B is the only line of sile! a containing p, we have

v-l

and since

= (r -l)(a-l) + (b-l)p

C(y) is the on1y ]ine of size 1 a containing y, we have

v-l = (ry-l)(a-l) + (c(y)-l)

Since b = 2, these three equations imp1y that

c(y) = b = 2

from which we deduce that all lines containing q have size 2, al1 other lines
of 5 having sile a. Therefore 5 - {q) is a 5teiner system 5(2,a,v-1) with point

degree r' = (v-2)/(a-l).
Let C ! B be aline of 5 passing through q. If u is a point of A outside B U C,

then io(u,B,C) = r'-l; but if v is a point outside A U B U C, then
io(v,B,C) = r'-2, and so condition (IO) is not satisfied, a contradiction.

5uppose now that there is aline intersecting B, not èassing through p
and having sile a. Then, by Lemma 7.3 (ii), there is a bisecant C of A and B
having sile a. Lemma 7.2 applied to the triple (A,B,C) yields

rA - rB = (a-b)(a+i o) + r - rBnc (1)

where r = rAnc is, by Lemma 7.3 (i), the common degree of the points outside B.
On the other hand, let A' be aline distinct from A and Band passing through

A n B. Lemma 7.2 applied to the triple (A,B,A') yields

•. ( 1) -



rA - rB = (a-b)(a+i o)

(l) and (2) together give

r = rBne

(2)

( 3)
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Since A' and Bare concurrent with A and have different siles, Lemma 7.3
(ii) implies that every point x é A distinct from p is on at least r-l lines
of size a, so that

v-l = (r-l)(a-l) + c-l (4)

where c = a or is the sile of the unique line of sile F a passing through x. On

the other hand, we know by Lemma 7.3 (ii) that all lines distinct from B dnd

passing through B n e have sile a, so that

v-l = (rBne -l)(a-l) + b-l (5)

(3), (4) and (5) together imply b = c. Therefore a F c and (4) shCl" that every
point outside B is on exactly one line of sile b, al1 the other lines haying
sile a. Either the lines of size bare pairwise disjoint or they are concurrent

in a point y E B. We shall successively consider these two possibilities.

If the lines of size bare pairwise disjoint, then by Lemma 7.3 (i), all
points of S have the same degree r.Lemma 7.2 applied to the triple (A,B,A') yieids

r(a-b) = (a-b)(a+i o) ,

and so, since a F b, we get r = a + io' which means that far any point x outside
A, every line through x which is disjoint from A is also disjoint from every
line intersecting A and not passing through x. Therefore evet"y line through x

intersects A and io = O.

If the lines of size bare concurrent in a point y E B, then, by Le,.na 7.3
(i) a11 points distinct from y have the same degree r. Lerllma ì.2, a~plied to
the triple (A,B,B I

), where BI f. B;5 aline of size b"intersectir.9;\' yields

a r - (b-l)r - ry = (a-b)(b+i o) + r - ry

and so, since a f. b, we get r = b + io.
Thus, every 1i ne through a poi nt outsi de B i ntersects B olld ; o - l).

We wi11 now end easily the proof of Theorem 7. Indeed 'le ha ve Seen ln
Lemmas 7.1 2nd 7.4 that io = O, which means that S contains 110 line disjoint
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from two intersecting lines. Therefore, for any line L, every point outside L
;5 on at most one line disjoint fram L~ in other words, S is a semi-affine

plane. Since we know (16) that the finite semi-affine planes are, besides the
finite affine planes and the (possibly degenerate) finite projeetive planes,

the finite punetured projeetive planes and the finite affine planewith one
point at infinity, and sinee eaeh of these planes satisfies condition (IO),

Theorem 7 is proved.

10. LINEAR SPACES SATISFYING CONOITION (IDi·

We shall end this chapter with the study of finite linear spaees satis
fying condition (ID), that is (,f', 1,2,1; 3,4,4) aceording ta our conventions

in section 2. Actually (ID) can be expressed in a simpler way (in terms of

1ines only) :

([D) t~:r:e t-s a norz-negative integer 6 such that [or ar.y t;.Jo ù~t2r'sectirzg lines

L and Ll ~ there aroe exact ly 6 lines disjoint [rom L U LI •

Using the work dane in section 9, we shall prove the fallowing

TheoremB[ZGlThe finite non-trivial liMar spaces sati;;f;.:'~i'G ci7nditùm

(IO) are exactly the finite semi-affine planes aliè ch.; 5-'ceÙ!o:-T syatt':!T71J

S(2,k,v) with k < V.

Frooaf. Let A and B be two intersecting lines cf a finite non-trivial linear

space S, and let 6(A,8) denote the number of lines disjoint from bath A and

B. The proof is based on the following counting argument

Ili = (rA-a+l) + (rB-b+l) - (rAnB + (a-l)(b-l)) +6' (A,B) (1)

where the first (resp. second) term on the right hand side counts the number

of lines having a non-empty interseetion with A (resp. B) and the third tel1ll
counts the number cf lines having a non-empty intersEctlon with both A and U.

We immediately deduce fram (1) that all Steiner systems S(2,k,v) satisfy
condition (lO), since a11 terms different fram 6(A,B) are independent of We
choice cf the two intersecting lines A and B. Moreover, it is obvious fr~n

their definition that the semi-affine planes are exòctly the llon·-trivial lineiH'

l I -
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spaces satisfying condition ([D) with 6 = O. Therefore, it remains only to
prove that if S is a finite non-trivial 1inear space satisfying condition
([D) and containing two lines of different sizes, then necessarily c = O.
We shal1 prove this in the fo110wing 1emmas, which are similar to those of
section g.

Lenma 8.1. If S contains a point x o[ degree ~ 3." then é = O.

Proof, Let A and B be two 1ines intersecting in x. If 6 1 0, then there is
a line C disjoint from A U B, so that rx ' 4, a contradiction.
In the following lemmas, we assume that every point of S has degree , 4.

Lerrma 8.2. If C interseats A and B, then

rA - rB = (a-b)c + rAnc - rBnc

In particular." if A." B." C are aonaurrent." then

rA - rB = (a-b)c.

Proof. Since A and C intersect., (1) yields

1·C1 = (rA-a+l) + (rC-c+1) - (rAnC + (a-l)(c-1»+ 6

Since Band C intersect, we have similar1y

Itl = (rB-b+1) + (rC-c+l) - (rBnC + (b-l)(c-l» + c

By subtracting (2) from (3), the lemma is proved.

( 2)

( 3)

Coro~~ary 8.2. Identical to Coro11ary 7.2, both in statement and proof (it
suffices to replace "Lemma 7.2 11 by llLenuna 8.2").

Lemma 8.3. Identical to Lemma 7.3, both in statement and proaf.

Lerruna 8.4. If alt points af S have degree ~ 4, then é = O.

Praof. Since it is very similar to that of LerrtTla 7.4, ~'e shall only indicate

what has to be changed. At the end of the second paragraph, we conclude thi1t
S' = S - {q} is a Steiner system S(2,a,v-1) with paint dégroe r' = (v-2)/(a-I).
Then ò(B,C) is the number of lines in S' which are disjoint fra", A " Band

A n C, and 6(B,A) is the number of lines in S' which are disjoint fram A. lhere
fare, if b' = (v-1)(v-2)/a(a-l) denotes the total numbe,' of linee 111 S'. ,'1. ha",

c(B,C) = b' - 2r' + l

/ io
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and

o(B,A) = b' - a r' + a-l

Since o(B,C) = o(B,A) = • and r' > 1, we conclude that a = 2, so that a11
1ines of S have the same size, a contradiction.

The third paragraph of the proof of Lemma 7.4 remains valid here, if
we rep1ace "Lemma 7.2" by "Lemma 8.2" and if we de1ete "io" in (1) and (2).

In the fourth paragraph, we suppose that the lines of size bare pair-
wise disjoint, so that, by Lemma 8.3 (i), a11 points of S have the same degree r.
Then, Lemma 8.2 applied to the triple (A,8,A') yields

r(a-b) = (a-b)a ,

and so, since a F b, we get r = a. This means that, for any point x outside A,
every line through x intersects A. Therefore o = O.

Final1y, in the fifth paragraph, we suppose that the 1ines of size b
are concurrent in a point y E 8, and so, by Lemma 8.3 (i), a11 points distinct
from y have the same degree r. Lemma 8.2, app1ied to the triple (A,B,B'),
where B' F B is aline of size b intersecting A, yields

a r - (b-l) r - ry = (a-b) b + r - ry

Therefore, since a F b, we get r = b, which means that for any point x outside
8, al1 1ines through x intersect B, and so o = O. This ends the proof.
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CHAPTER III. SOME REGULARITY CONOITIONS IN FINITE PLANAR SPACES.

1. INTROOUCnON.

The genera1ized projective spaces of dimension > 2 (endowed with al1 their
p1anes) may be defined as the non-trivia1 planar spaces S satisfying the fol10
wing condition :
(_) for every pair of p1anes n and n' intersecting in aline and for every point
x , n u n' such that there is aline through x intersecting n and n'in two dis
tinct points, every line through x intersecting n intersects n'.

Indeed, let L and L' be two 1ines intersecting in some point x and let A and A'
be two l i nes not passi ng through x and i ntersecti ng each of the 1i nes L and L' .
Suppose that A and A' are disjoint. Since S is a non-trivial planar space, there
is a point y outside <L,L'>. The planes n = <y,L> and a = <y,A> intersect in a
line. The line L' intersects the planes n and a in two distinct points and
contains a third point x' E L' n A'. Therefore, by condition (_), every line
passing through x' and intersecting n intersects a. In particular, the 1ine A'
which intersects L c n intersects a. Hence A', which is contained in <L,L'>,
intersects A = a n <L,L'>,a contradictlon.Hence Pasch's axlom is satlsfied.

In partlcu1ar, the 3-dlmensiona1 genera11zed projective spaces are the
non-trlvla1 planar spaces satlsfylng
(I) for every pair of p1anes n and n' lntersectlng ln aline, every line inter

sectlng n intersects n'.

Indeed, any non-trlvla1 planar space S satlsfylng condition (I) satisfies a1so
condition (_), and so is a genera11zed projective space; moreover, since S is
necessarily the sma11est 11near subspace containing two p1anes intersectlng in
aline, S is 3-dimenslona1.

Note that the condltlon obtained from (I) by de1eting the words "inter
secting in aline", though apparent1y stronger than (I) is equiva1ent to (I).

Two prob1ems arise now in a natura1 way : is it possib1e to c1assify the
non-trivia1 planar spaces which satisfy the conditlon obtained from (I) by
replacing "intersecting in a line" by "intersecting in a point" (resp. by
"having an empty intersection") ? This is the subject of the following two
theorems, concerning finite planar spaces.
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points would a110w us to rule out the rather uninteresting cases (c) and (d),
and to shorten the proof a little bit.

Proo f of the theorem

The proof is divided into a seri es of lemmas. The planar space PG(4,l)
obvious1y satisfies the hypotheses and we shall always assume in what follows
that S ~ PG(4,l)

Le"",a 9.1. If eaeh of the two l'lanes n' and n" interseets a third l'Zane n in

exactly one point~ then II n II' = II n n" = nl n nll
•

i ntersecti ngline of n'
{x' }.

By condition (Il), any
implies that n' n n" •

Proof. Suppose first that n n n' = {x'} and n n n" = {x"} where the points x'
and x" are distinct. By condition (Il.), every line of n' passing through x'
intersects n" in a point, and so n' n n" is aline L. Condition (II), applied
to the pair of planes {n,n'} (resp. {n,n"}), shows that any 1ine of n" (resp.
n') intersecting L passes through x" (resp. x'), which implies that n' = L u {X'}
and n" = L u {x"}. If there is a point x ~ n u L, the 1ine <x,x"> must intersect
n' = L u {x'}, a contradiction. Therefore S = n u L.

Let y be a point of L and let A be aline of n passing through x" and
distinct fram <x' ,x">. Since n n n" = {x"}, the 1ines A and L are not coplanar
and the p1ane a = <y,A> intersects n'in the point y only. By condition (II),
any line of n intersecting A (hence a) must intersect n', and so must contain
x'; it follows that n = A (j {X'}. Similarly, n = B u {x"} for any line B of n
passing through x' and distinct fram <x' ,x">. Therefore n contains only three
points x, x' and x". If L has at least three points y, y' and y", then the line
{X',y"} intersects the plane {x", x', y'} but not the plane {x", x, y}, and
condition (II) is not satisfied. Therefore L has size 2 and S = PG(4,l) contra
dicting the initial assumption.

This proves that Xl • x".
n' n n" must i ntersect n, whi ch

Amaximal set of planes having the property that any two of them inter
sect in the point x only will be called a. direetion of planes tdth top x. It
fol10ws fram Lemma 9.1. that any plane n belongs to at most one direction,
denoted by dir n. The top of dir n will a1so be called the top of n and a top
in S.

COl'OZZal'y 9.1. If dir n contains at Zeast thl'ee l'Zanes tdth top x, then aZZ

the Zines l'assing thl'ough x and beZonging to a l'Zane of dir n have the same

size.
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Proof. If n, n' and rr" are three distinct planes of dir rr and if L (resp. L')
is aline of n (resp. rr') passing through x, Lemma 9. l. implies that the pIane
<L,L'> intersects n" in a line L". By condition (II), any line intersecting L"
and L (resp. L" and L') in two distinct points must intersect L' (resp. L),
and so L and L' have the same sile. The corollary follows easily.

Lerrma 9.2. For anll point x of S, the re8idue Sx of x is one of the foHowing

(i) a projective p1.ane (pos8iblll degenerate)

(i i) a punctured projective plane

(iii) an affine plane with one pcint at infinity

(iv) an affine plane.

Pr~~f. Two planes of S intersect in x (and in x only) iff the corresponding
lines of Sx are disjoint. Therefore Lemma 9.1. implies that if L and L'are
two disjoint lines in Sx' any line of Sx intersectin9 L in one point must also
intersect L'in one point. In other words, the linear space Sx is a se~i-affine

plane. Since S is assumed to be finite, S. is finite and we know by (16) that
Sx is either an affine plane, or an affine plane with one point at infinity,
or a punctured projective plane, or a (possibly degenerate) projective pIane.

The finiteness assumption is essential here : indeed. Dembowski has cons
tructed infinite semi-affine planes which are not of the four types described
above [.30J •

Note that Sx is always an affino-projective plane, except if Sx is a degenerate
projective plane. Note also that Sx is a (possibly degenerate) projective plane
iff x is. not a top in S.

CoroHary 9.2. If Sx is an affino-projective pIane of order k, then X has

degree k in every plane with top x.

Proof. It suffices to observe that a plane with top x corresponds to aline
of Sx having at least one disjoint line in Sx' that is aline of size k ;n Sx

Lemma 9.3. If S contains a point X Buch that Sx is a degenerate projective

pIane, then S is of type (c).

Proof. The hypothesis implies that S is the union of a pIane rr and of aline
A intersecting rr in x. Let l be a point on A, distinct from x. Since S = rr U A,
every line passing through z intersects rr. Therefore the pIane rr ;s isomorphic
to Sz and, by Lemma 9.2 , n is a semi-affine plane.

Suppose that there are two points l and l', distinct from x, on the line
A. The plane rr contains two intersecting lines L and L' not passing through x
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(except if n is a degenerate projective plane in which al1 lines through x
have size 2, but in this case 5 is a 3-dimensional generalized projective
space and condition (II') is not satisfied). If n contains either a point
y ~ L u L' u {xl or a line L" intersecting L' but not L. then the planes
<L,z> and <L' ,z'> intersect in the point L n L' only, and either the line
<y,ZI> or the line LI1 intersects <LI ,z'> but net <L,z>, in contradiction

with (11). Therefore the semi-affine plane n has no such point y and no
such line L", and so n is necessari1y a degenerate projective plane with 4
points, in which x is of degree 2. Denote by B the line of size 3 in n and
by x' the point of degree 3 in n. Then 5 = <A,B> U {x'} and Sx' is isomorphic
to <A,B>. It follows that <A,B> is an affine plane of o"der 2 with the point
x at infinity, and so 5 is of type (c).

Therefore we may assume that A is aline {x,z} of size 2. Then 5 = n u (z)
and all lines through z have size 2. If Il is a (possibly degenerate) projec
tive plane, then 5 ·is a 3-dimensional generalized projective space and condi
tion (II') is not satisfied. Therefore the semi-affine plane rr is either a
punctured projective plane. or an affine plane with one point at infinity,
or an affine plane, and the Lemma is proved.

From now on, we shall always assume that there is no point x E S sueh
that 5x is a degenerate projective plane.

Letmla 9.4. If S contains a point x suon that Sx is an affine plane oj Ql'ier k

with .rw. point at infinity, then S is obtained [rom PG(3,k) by deZeting an

affin0-PI'ojective p1-ane which is neither pI'ojective nol' punctul'ed pr·oj9(;·ti7.Je.

Praaf. Denote by L the line of 5 corresponding to the
00

5 , by y any point of L distinct from x, and by n anyx 00

and not containing L . 5 is the union of L and of all planes of dir Il. ìhere-
00 00

fore any line through y intersects at least one (henee every) plane of dir ".
and so we define an isomorphism between 5y and n by mapping any line passing
through y onto its point of interseetion with Il. ìherefore Il is a semi-affine
plane (distinct from a degenerate projeetive plane). By Coro11al"Y 9.2 , x has
degree k in n, and so either'n has order k-l or n is an affine plane of order
k with the point x at infinity.

If n is a projective plane of order k-l, then al1 lines of S distinet
fram Loo and passing through x have size k. Let 11

00
be a plane of S eontaining

Loo and let n: denote the linear space indueed on n
oo

- (L
oo

- (x)) by the linear
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structure of n•. Since n. intersects every p1ane of dir n in aline through x
and since every 1ine of n not passing through x intersects each of the k•
p1anes of dir n in a point, a11 the 1ines of the 1inear space nl have sile k.•
The degree of x in nl is k J Idir nl, and so nl is a projective p1ane. On the. -
other hand, the 1ines of n passing through y induce pairwise disjoint 1ines•
in nl

, a contradiction.-If the semi-affine p1ane n has order k-1 and is not a projective p1ane,
then n contains a 1ine L of size k-1 not passing through x. Let nl = <L,y>
where y ~ x is a point of L•. The intersections of n1 with the p1anes of dir n
form a partition al of n1 - {y} into k 1ines of size k-l = ILI. On the other
hand, the 1ines of n1 passing through y define a partition 62 of n1 - {y)
into k-1 1ines of size k. Let L' f al u.a2 be aline of n1. By condition (II),
LO intersects each of the 1ines of 61, which is impossib1e since L' ~ a2.

Therefore every p1ane n containing x but not L is an affine plane of-order k with the point x at infinity. Since any line of S distinct fram L
•

is either contained in some p1ane of dir n or intersects every plane of dir n
in a point, the 1ines of S distinct from L have sile k+1 or k according as•
they intersect L or noto Mareover, the planes of S containing x have exactly
k2 points outsi~ L and the p1anes not containing x intersect the p1anes of-dir n in k pairwise disjoint 1ines of sile k. Therefore, in the planar space
of k3 points induced on Sol , a11 1ines have k points and al1 planes have k2

points. In other words, S-L- is a planar space of k3 points inwhich a11-p1anes are affine planes of order k. If k=2, S-L is the unique Steiner system•
S(3,4,8), that is the affine space AG(3,2). If k=3, S-L is the unique Hall-triple system o.f 27 points [36], that is the affine space AG(3,3). If k >- 4,
then by (15) ;. Sol is the affine space AG(3,k) .•

It fo110ws that S is obtained from an affine space AG(3,k) by adding a
1ine at infinity L to a direction of para11el p1anes. Using the c1assical•
process of comp1etion by points at infinity we conclude easily that S is
obtained by de1eting fram PG(3,k) an affino-projective p1ane (which is neither
projective nor punctured projective since L contains at least 2 points) .

•

CoroZZa:ty 9.4. (i) If S oontains a point x such that Sx is an affine pIane

~ith one point at infinity~ then fop any top y in S~ Sy is also an af~ne

pl.ane with one point at infinity.

(ii) If S contains a point x such that Sx is an affine pIane,

then X i8 the only top in S.
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Proof. (i) is an immediate consequence of Lemma 9.4. In order to prove (ii),
suppose on the contrary that there is a top y ~ x in S. By (i), Sy is not an
affine p1ane with one point at infinity, and so, by Lemma 9.2., Sy is either
an affine p1ane or a punctured projective p1ane. In both cases, the 1ine <x,y'
is contained in a p1ane n with top y. On the other hand, there is in Sx aline
disjoint fram the 1ine nx of Sx corresponding to n, and so n is a p1ane with
top x. Therefore n has two distinct tops x and y, in contradiction with Lemma
g. l.

Lemma 9.S. If S contains a point x such that Sx is a punctured projective pla,

of Ol'd2l' k or an affine pZane of ord2l' k, then every plane n blith top x is an

affine plane of Ol'd2l' k blith the point x at infinity.

Proof. Let n° ~ n be a p1ane of dir n and let y ~ x be a point of n°. By condi
tion, (II)',al1 the 1ines passing through y and disjoint fram n are inc1uded in

n'. Therefore if we'map each 1ine of S passing through y and intersecting n
onto its point of intersection with n, we define an isomorphism between n and
the 1inear space induced by Sy on Sy - (ny- Ly) where nyis the 1ine of Sy
corresponding to the p1ane n' and Ly is the point of Sy corresponding to the
1ine L • <x.y>. Thanks to Coro11a~ 9.4•• we know that Sy is either a projec
tive p1ane or a punctured proj.ctive p1ane. If Idir nl > 2. then a11 llnes of
n pa,ssing through x have the same size by Coro11ary 9.1. If Idir nl ·2. thenSx
must be an affine p1ane,of order 2 and Corollary 9.4. implles that Sy is a pn;
jective p1ane. Th.refore. in any case. n is an affine p1ane with the point x
at infinity and. by COro11a~ 9.2 •• the order of n is k.

Lenrna 9.6. If S contains a point x such that Sx is an affine pZane of Ol'd2l' k,
then S is obtai""d, f1'om PS( 3.k) bi! ds1.4ting a punctured projective plane of

o..asl' k.

ProOf. By Lemma 9.5. and condltion (II). the l1nes of S have k+1 or k polnts
accordlng as they contai n x or noto and the p1anes of S have k2+1 or k2 points
accordlng as they contaln x or noto Therefore S - {x} is a planar space of k3

points in whlch a11 1ines have k points and a11 p1anes have k2 points. By the
same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 9.4 .• we conclude that S - {X} is an
afflne space AG(3.k) and that S is obtained from the projective space PG(3.k)
by deleting a punctured projective p1ane of order k.
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affine p1anes of order 3 or planes of 13 points consisting of three concurrent
1ines of size 5 (a11 the other 1ines having size 3). We denote by SH the linear
space obtained fram SH by replacing every 1ine of size 5 by 10 1ines of size 2.
Let Fg be the affine p1ane induced on SH by a p1ane intersecting SH in 9 points
and 1et x be a point of SH - Fg which is on at least one line of size 3 inter
secting Fg. The sma1lest 1inear subspace of SH containing.Fg and x has exact1y
18 points and is a Fischer space, denoted by F18. S18 is the planar space
induced by PG(3,4) on the set of points of F18 .

In order to define S36' 1et H' be a Hermitian quadri c in PG(3,4) having
exact1y one singu1ar point s (for instance, the quadri c of equation
xy + xy + zi • O). The planar space induced on HO by PG(3.4) has 1ines of size
3 or 5, and its planes are either affine p1anes of order 3 not passing through
s or p1anes of 13 points consisting of 3 1ines of size 5 concurrent in s (a11
the other 1ines having size 3). S36 is the planar space induced by PG(3.4) on
HO - (si and F36 is obtained fram S36 by replacing every 1ine of size 4 by 6
1ines of size 2.

We sti11 need a notation for five sma11 spaces satisfying (III) and (III').
The space K; is obtained fram PG(2.2) by taking as points the points of PG(2,2),
as 1ines the pairs of points and as planes the 1ines of PG(2.2) and their com
p1ements. The planar space of 6 points in which a11 1ines have size 2 and which
contains O, 1, 2 or 3 p1anes of 4 points (al1 the other p1anes having 3 points)
wi1l be denoted by K~, K~, K~ and K~ . It is easy to check that these spaces
are unique1y determined by the above properties.

Statement of the theorem.

We shall first prove two fundamental lemmas. In what fo1lows. S denotes
a1ways a finite planar space satisfying (III) and (III').

Lemma 10.1. For any.pZane n of Sand for any point x € S - n, there is at

most one pZane passing through x and disjoint [rom n.

Froof. Suppose on the contrary that x is on two distinct planes n' and n"

disjoint from n. Let L be aline passing through x, contained in n° but not
in n". Since L intersects n". condition (111) implies that L must intersect n,
a contradiction.

Amaxima1 set of pairwise disjoint planes wil1 be cal1ed a direction of
planes, provided there are at least two p1anes in it. By Lemma 10.1, a plane n

either intersects any other p1ane or is in exact1y one direction. denoted by
dir n.
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We ean now state our main resu1t :

Theorem 10 [251 If 5 is a finite pZ= space such that

(III) for any two disjoint pLanes n and n', ~very line inte~secting n intersects

n'
and (I II ') there are at Zeast tl.xJ disjoint pZanes

then one of the foZZO»i7lfJ OCCU1'S :

(a) S is obtained ['rom PG(3,k) by dEZeti7lfJ a Zine,

(b) S is obtained ['rom PG(3,k) by dEZeting an affino--pr'ojective (but not affine)

pZane of orodEr' k,

(e)S'S36'
(d)S=S18'
(e) S'is a space S7 of 7 points Zyi7lfJ on 3 concur'r'8nt Zines of size 3, aZZ the

other linea having siae 2, in which the planes either have only -3 points or

are Wlions of tùJO linea of size J,
7 o 1 2 3(f) S = K
7

, K6, K6, K6 or K6
(g) S has onZy one direction of pZanes and S-S· contains at Zeast fOuro non

copZanar points.

We do not know whether there is a finite planar spaee of type (g).

The proof will be divided into three main parts : we shal1 first handle
some smal1 exceptiona1 spaces (types (e) and (f»), then we sha11 e1assify the

spaces having at 1east two direetions of planes (types (b) and (c» and finally
we shall examine the spaees having exaetly one direetion of planes (types (a),

(d) and (g».

3. l. 5mal1 exeeptiona1 spaees

Lerrma 10.3. If S contains two disjoint pZanes n and n' such that S = n un',
then S is the W'lion of any tùAo disjoint planes (in particular, every direction

has e:ractZy wo planes).

Frocf· Suppose on the eontrary that nl ahd ni are twc disjoint planes of S
sueh that there is a point x ~ n1 u ni. We may assume without 10ss of genera1ity
that x E n. Then for any point y E nl n n', the line <x,y> has size 2, and so

<x,y> is disjoint from ni, in eontradietion with (III).

Proposition 10.1. If S contains tùJl' disjoint pZanes n and TI' such that S = n un' J

then Sis the affine space AG(3,2), K~, K~, K~, K~ or K~
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1.3) Suppose fina11y that n1 n n2 is a point t and that ni n n2is a point
z. Then nl , n1, n2, n2are degenerate projective p1anes and n1 n n2= x,
n1n n2 = Y are 1ines. Suppose that X has at least three points x,x' .x"
and let y,y' be two points of Y. If there is a transversal plane
n = {x~y,z} "ot containing t, then the planes <x' ,y' ,t> and <Xli ,y' ,t> must

intersect n by Lel1l!1a 10.3, and so {Xl ,y' ,Z,t} and {x",y' ,z,t} are

distinct planes. a contradiction since they have three non-co1linear
points in common. Therefore, any transversa1 plane contains t and
~x,y,z~= <x,z,t> = <x,z,y'>, a contradiction. This show$ that X (and

simi1arly Y) has size 2. Hence S has exactly 6 points and al1 lines
have size 2. Since the union of two disjoint planes contains at 1east
6 points, S will automatically be the union of any two disjoint planes.
It isa trivial exereise to check that there are exactly 4 non-isomorphic
planar spaces of 6 points in which a11 lines have size 2 and which
satisfy conditions (III) and (III') (they have respective1y 0, 1, 2 or
3 p1anes of 4 points).

2) In order to complete the proof, it remains to show that the case where S
has on1y one pair of disjoint p1anes n and n' such that S = n u n' 1eads to
a contradiction.

Suppose first that n and n'are two projective p1anes (possib1y degenerate).
If there is a p1ane intersecting n in a line A and n'in a line A'. 1et a E II-A
and a' E nl-A'. The planes <A,a'> = A U {al} and <Al ,a> = AI U {a} are disjoint,

a contradiction. Hence there is no plane intersecting both n and n'in aline.
Let L (resp. L') be aline of n (resp. n') and 1et x E n-L, x' E n'-L'. The
planes <L,x'> = L U {Xl} and <LI ,x> = LI U {x} are disjoint, a contradiction.

Therefore we may assume that n contains two disjoint lines A and 8. lf
there is a plane a containing A and 'intersecting n'in only one point x'. then
every plane B I- n containing B must intersect a, and so must contaio Xl, a

contradiction because two such planes 61 and 62 would have three non-coll inear
points in comman. Therefore the planes al'" .,an F n containing A intersect r'

in l ines Al' ... , A~ partitioning nI. Similarly, the planes 81' ... ~ t;m I ~(

containing B intersect Jl' in lines Bl, , B~ partitioning n l
• Since TI and :~'

are the on1y two disjoint planes of S, any line Ai intersectseach line 8j, and
so there is no line in n' which is coplanar with A and also coplanar ~ith S.
For the same reason, there is no line in n whieh is coplanar with Ai and also
coplanar with AZ. a contradiction since A is coplanar with Ai and with AZ'

From now on, we shall assume that S is not the union of two disjoi"t planos,
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FropoBition 10.2. If there iB a pLane n t dir nl interse~ting n1 in only one

point x. then 5 = 57'

Froof. Let ni I n1 be any other p1ane of dir n1. By ·Lemma 10.Z, n is contained
in n1 uni (which imp1ies that dir n1 = {nl' n]!), and so n is a degenerate
projective piane. Let y be a point outside n1 u ni (hence outside n). By condj
tion (III), the 1ine <x,y> intersects ni in a point x' t L' = n n ni, and, by
Lemma 10.Z, the p1ane <L' ,y> intersects n1 in a 1ine L not containing~. Thus
the p1ane n' = <x' ,L> is disjoint from ·n and is isomorphic to n by Corollary
10.Z.1. If there is a 1ine L" disjoint from n J n', then Lemma 10.Z imp1ies
that the p1anes throiJgh L" which are not disjoint from n intersect n in disjoint
1ines, which is impossible since n is a degenerate projective p1ane. Therefore
a11 1ines passing through y intersect n or n', and so, by (III), intersect u
and nI •

If L contains at 1east three points u, v, w, let u' = L~ n <u,y>,
Vi = LI n <v,y>, Wl = LI n <w,y>. The planes a = <x,u,w'> and al = <Xl tU' ,v>

are two disjoint p1anes of 3 points and the 1ine <v,v'> intersects a' but not
a, so that condition (III) is not satisfied. Therefore the 1ines L and L' have
size Z and y is on exact1y 3 1ines.

If the line <x,y> contains a fourth point Xli, then the planes <LI ,Xli> and

<LI,x> = TI have a line in common and are both disjo;nt fram TI' = <L,xl>, con
.tradicting Lemma 10.1. The same argument shows that the 3 1ines passing through
y have size 3, and so 5 = 57'

From now on, we sha11 assume that 5 I 57 so that, by Proposition 10.Z,
any p1ane not be10nging to a direction dir n intersects all planes of dir u
in aline.

3.Z. 5uppose that there are at 1east two directions of planes dir nl and dir uZ.

By Lemma 10.Z and Corollary 10.Z.Z, the set of lines n~ n n~, where
nl € dir n1 and n~ € dir nZ' is a partition of 5· and will be denoted by
6(n1 n nz).

Lemma 10.4. tf a plane n interse~tB aline of 6(n1 n UZ) in a sing1e point.

then n interse~tB every line of 6(U 1 n UZ) in a Bing1e point and u· = U n s·
is an affine plane of order k = Idir nl I = Idir nzi.

Froof. The intersections of the p1anes of dir nl (resp. dir UZ) with u· define
a partition 61 (resp. 6Z) of u· into 1ines of S. Note that 61 I 6Z' otherwise
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n' would not intersect aline of 0(n1 n nz) in a sing1e point. If L' is any
1ine of n' not in °1 (resp. not in 0Z)' condition (III) implies that LI inter
sects every 1ine of 01 (resp. oZ)' There is aline of 01 which is not in oZ;
sinee this line must intersect every line of 0z' 01 and 0z have no 1ine in
comnon. Therefore, if Li is any line of 0i (i = l,Z) and if L' is any line

f ' .o n not In °1 U 0Z' we have

IL1I = lozl = IL'I = 1°1I = ILzl

and so all 1ines of nI have the same size

Moreover,

In'l = 1°11 . IL11 = k
Z

and so n' is an affine p1ane of order k.

Since every plane of dir nl is partitioned into k = Idir nzl lines of
o(n l n nz), since n' intersects sueh a plane in aline of size k and since
n' contains no line of 0(n1 n nz) (beeause 01 n 0z = 0), we conclude that nI

intersects every line of 0(n1 n nz) in a sing1e point.

The planes of S (or SI) intersecting every 1ine of o(n l n nz) will be
ca11ed transversaL and those containing aline of 0(n1 n nz) wi11 be cal1ed
non-transversaL. Note that any p1ane of S is either transversal or non-trans
versaI. For any triple of non-coplanar lines L, L', L" E 0(n1 n nz), the
product ILI.IL'I.IL"I counts the total number of transversa1 planes in S.
It follows that all 1ines of.o(n1 n nz) have the same size L Since n1 (resp.
n2) is partitioned into k lines of size l by its intersections with the planes
of dir n2 (resp. dir nl ), we have

Inll = Inzl = kl

and ISI[ = Idir nll . [nll = kZl

( 1)

LeI7J7JO. 10.5. S - Si is a Linear subspace of S, and any transversaL pLane n of S

ha. at mo.t k-l point. out.ide s'.

Proof. By condition (III), any line intersecting a plane of dir nl intersects
every p1ane of dir n1. It follows that, for any point x E n_n I

, the set of
all 1ines passing through x and intersecting nI deterrnines a partition of nI

into 1ines, i.e. a parallel class in the affin.plane nI
. Therefore, if x and
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y are any two points of S-S·, the line <x,y> must be disjoint from S·. This
proves that S-S· is a 1inear subspace of S. Since there are k+1 paralle1
classes in n· and since at 1east two (induced by dir .n1 and dir n2) are also
c1asses of pairwise disjoint 1ines in n, there are at most k-l points in n-n·

Note that the p1anes of S are not necessarily the smal1est 1inear sub
spaces containing three non-col1inear points. On the contrary, if x, y, z
are non-co11inear points in S-S·, it fol10ws frcm Lemma 10.2 that the plane
<x,y,z> of S intersects S· in a p1ane of S·.

Proposition 10.3. If R.=k, then S is obtained from a 3-dimensional pl'ojective

spaae PG(3,k) by deLeting an affino-pl'ojeative (but no.t affine) pLane of ol'del'

k.

Proof. If l=k, then S· is a planar space of k3 points in whkh a11 1ines have
k points and a11 p1anes have k2 points, hence s· is the 3-dimensional affine
space AG(3;k). Indeed, by (I 5 ) if k = 2, S· is the unique Steiner system
S(3,4,8), that is the affine space AG(3,~); if k = 3, S· is the unique Hall
triple system of 27 points, that is the affine space AG(3,3); if k , 4, S·
is the affine space AG(3,k).

On the other hand, if the 1inear subspace S - S· contains three non
co11inear points x, y, z, then the planes containing <x,y> and those containing
<x,z> induca two distinct partitions of the affine space S· into c1asses of
para11e1 planes, but these partitiohs have the plane <x,y,z> n S· in common,
a contradiction. Therefore S - S· is either empty, or a point, or aline of
size at most k-l, and the lemma is proved.

Frcm now on, we shall assume t # k, so that any transversal plane n inter
sects all the other planes of S (otherwise q_~ould belong to a direction dir n
of planes of S with Idir nl = t and, by apptying·to dir n and dir nl the argu
ments used in the proof of Lemma fO.4, we would get t = k).

Le""", 10.6. Fol' every transve..saL pLana n, the numbel' of pZanes of S w/une

intersection with TI is disjoint from S' is a constant c independent [rom TI,

and

= (t-l)[b' + v'(t+l-k) - E r']
xEn-n. X

where v' (resp. b') denotes the numbel' of points (l'esp. the numbel' of Unes)

of the linear suhspace n-n:l and r l denotes the degree of X in n-ni!:.
X
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Proof. Since every non-transversa1 p1ane intersects n- in aline, any p1ane
of S whose intersection with n is disjoint fram S- is necessarily a trans
versa1 p1ane. The tota1 namber of transversal planes distinct from n is t3-1.
The number of transversa1 p1anes intersecting n- in one 1ine (resp. one point)
is (k2+k)(t-1) (resp. k2(i-1)(i-k)), since any line (resp. any point) of n- is
in exactly i-l (resp. i 2_1) transversa1 p1anes distinct from n. Hence the number
of p1anes of S intersecting n outside S- is equa1 to

which is c1early independent oP the choice of the transversal plane n.
Let L be aline of n-n- (if there is one). Since the p1anes containing L

intersect n1 in pairwise disjoint 1ines, the number of p1anes intersecting n
in L is i-l. Therefore the number of planes intersecting n in aline outside
n- is equa1 to (i-1)b'.

Now 1et x be a point of n-n- (if there is one). Any p1ane of S disjoint
from n- intersects n1 in aline disjoint from n n n1 and, for any line A of n1
disjoint fram n n n1, the plane <A,x> is disjoint from n- (otherwise it wou1d
intersect n in aline intersecting n n nl , a contradiction). Hence the number
of p1anes through x which are disjoint from n- is equa1 to the number of 1ines
of n1 which are disjoint from n n nl , that is (t-1)(i+l-k). Therefore the
number of p1anes whose intersection with n is the point x is equal to
(t-l)(t+l-k-r~). lt fo11ows that

c = (i-1)(b' + v'(i+l-k) - E r')
xElI-n- x

Corotl,ary 10.6. If some transversal p'Lane n contains at least D'le Une of

S - S*, then every transversal plane of S contains at least one line of S - S~.

Proof. Let x, y E n-n-o We have seen that the number of planes of S passing
through x (resp. y) and disjoint fram n- is equa1 to (t-l)(i+1-k), and that
the number of planes of S intersecting R in the 1ine <x,y> is i-l. Therefore

c ~ 2(i-1)(i+1-k) - (i-l) > (i+l)(t+l-k)

since t > k. The existence of a transversal plane of S contained in S- or
having a single point outside S- would imply c = O or c = (i+l)(t+l-k), a
contradiction.
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Lemma lO.? Any non-transverBal plane n~ of S belongB to a unique partition

di r n~ of S* into non-transversal planes. The set of all planes of S ",hoBe

interseetions ",ith S* are the plane8 of dir n~ will be ealled the p8eudo

direction dir~ TI i "

Proof. Let rr* be a transversal p1ane of S*. lf rr~ Edir rr l , the lemma is obvious.
lf rr~ 4 dir rr 1, rr~ is partitioned by its intersections with the planes of
dir rrl into k lines belonging to c(n1 n n2). Since a11 these 1ines intersect
rr*, ni n n* is aline of n*. On the other hand, every line of n* is in a
unique plane containing aline of c(n1 n IT2), that is in a unique non-trans
versal plane. Therefore rr~ belongs to a partition of S* into k pairwise dis
joint non-transversa1 p1anes, each of which contains one of the k para11els
to rr~ n rr* in the affine p1ane rr*. Such a partition is c1ear1y unique.

Proposition 10.1. If i # k, then S = S* = S36

Proof. Suppose on the contrary that S - S* is non-empty. A point x E S - S*
cannot be10ng to two non-transversa1 p1anes ni and nj whose pseudo-directions
are distinct, because rri n rr j is aline of c(n1 n n2) included in S*
On the other hand, any 1ine through x intersecting S* is contained in a unique
non-transversal p1ane. Therefore x be10ngs to the planes of exactly one pseudo
direction dir* rri. We sha11 say that x and dir* ni are a880eiated. Obviously,
all the points of S - S* associated with a given pseudo-direction are co11inear.

Suppose first that all points of S - S* are associated with the same pseudo
direction dir* rr i . Then the points of S - S* are co11inear (this includes the
case where IS - S*I = l), and so there is a transversal p1ane n having exactly
one point outside s*. Hence, by Lemma 10.6, c = (i-1)(i+l-k). S1nce k # i+l
(because c # O), there is a 1ine A of nl disjoint from rr n n1. The number of
transversa1 p1anes through A is Irr11!k = i and the number of transversa1 planes
through A intersecting rr in aline is k-l. Therefore, since any two transversal
planes have a non-empty intersection, the number of transversa1 p1anes through
A intersecting rr in exactly one point is t-(k-l). By counting in two ways the
number of pairs (y,a) where y is a point of n and a = <y,A> we get

k2 + l = k + (k-l)k + i - k +

which imp1ies i = k, a contradiction.
This proves that S - S* contains two points associated with distinct

pseudo-directions. lf a11 the points of a 1ine Li of S - S* are associated
with a pseudo-direction dir* rr i , let x be a point of S - S* associated with
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another pseudo-direction dir- nj . Then Li is the intersection of the plane
<x,Li > with each pIane of dir- ni . Since the planes of dir- ni induce a
partition of S-, the pIane <x,L i > must be disjoint from S- , a contradiction.

Therefore any pseudo-direction of planes is associated with at most one point
outsio. S-. Since there are <+1 pseudo-directions and since dir'n l and dir n2
are not associated with any point of S - S-, we have /S - S-I ~ <-l. Since
S - S- contains at least one line (alI of whose points are associated with
distinct pseudo-directions), there is a transversal pIane having at least one
line outside S-. Therefore, by Corollary 10.6, every transversal pIane has at
least one line outside S-. It follows that the number n of pairs (n,L), where
n is a transversal pIane and L aline of n-n-, is not less than the number t 3

of transversal planes and is equal to t times the number of lines in S - S-,

that i s

t 3 ~ n ~ t«-I)«-2)/2 (3 )

On the other hand, the degree t+l of a point in nl cannot be less than the
size < of some of the lines of nl , and so t 2 , «-1)2, contradicting (3).

We have proved that S = S-. Therefore c = O and, using Lemma 10.6, we get

t = «2 - 1 , (k-l) /)(2 - 2k - 3)/2

Obviously, < = 2 is excluded and, for < > 3

«_2)2 < <2 _ 2< _ 3 < «_1)2

shows that <2 - 2< - 3 is not a perfect square. Therefore < = 3 and t = 4.
Thus every transversal pIane' is an affine pIane of order 3 and every

non-transversal pIane consists of 3 pairwise disjoint lines of size 4, alI
the other lines having size 3. If we replace each line of size 4 by 6 lines

of size 2, we get a linear space F of 36 points consisting of lines of sizes
2 and 3 and in which the smallest linear subspaces containing three non-collinear
points are degenerate projective planes of'3 points, punctured projective
planes of order 2 or affine planes of order 3, and so F is a Fischer space

of ,36 points. Let dir nl = (n l , ni, n1) and let F6 be a linear subspace of
6 points of F contained in the pIane nl of S. lf x E ni, x is joined to every
point of F6 by aline of size 3, and 'the smallest linear subspace of F cbntain

ing x and F6 has obviously at least 6 points in each of the planes nl , ni aod n1.
Bue<enhout [10) has proved that a Fischer space having at least 18 points and
generated by a pIane Q isomorphic to F6 and by a point joined by aline of

size 3 to at least one point of Q is necessarily either F18 or F36 , Since x
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is joined to every point of F6 by aline of size 3, a situation which does
not occur in F18 , F is isomorphic to F36 . There is a unique way to construct
9 mutually disjoint lines of size 4 from the lines of size 2 of F36 and to
provide this new linear space with planes isomorphic to those of S. The planar
space S36 constructed in this way from F36 has the required properties.

3.3. Suppose that S contains only one direction 6 of planes

The planes of 6 will be ca·lled 6-pÙlnes, the lines contained in a 6-plane
will be called 6-Lines, and the lines intersecting alI 6-planes will be ca1led
transversaL Lines (by condition (III), aline intersecting a 6-plane must
intersect alI 6-planes).

Lemma 10.8. Every 6-line L oontained in a o-plane n belongs to at Zeast one

partition of n into lines which are coplanar with the same line 0/ a 6-pLane

n' ! n.

Proof. Let n' ! n be a 6-plane and 1et L' be aline of n' cop1anar with L. The
set of intersections of n with the planes passing through L' (and distinct
from n') is clearly a partition of n into lines, and L be10ngs to this parti
tion.

Since we have assumed that S is not the union of two disjoint planes, alI
6-planes are isomorphic by Corollary 10.2.1. Let v' denote the number of points
of any 6-plane.

Lemma 10.9. If S = S·, then

(i) alt transversal linea have size t = 161 ~ 3

(i i) any 1:wo coplanar 6-Zines contain~d in too distinct 6-p lanes have the same

size

(iii) the number PL of pLanes containing a 6-Line L is 1 + v'/ILI.

Proof. S = S· is partitioned by the 6-planes. Moreover, 161 • 3 because S is
not the union of two disjoint planes. This proves (i).
(ii) is a consequence of (i) and of Lemma 10.2.
Let n be a 6-p1ane not containing L. The planes not belonging to 6 and containing
L intersect n in lines of size ILI by (ii). This proves (iii).

Lemma 10.10. If S = S~~ ihen any two disjoint o-lines contained in the same

6-pZane rr have the same size.
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Proof. Suppose on the contrary that n contains two disjoint lines A of size
a and B of size b with a > b. Let • be a p1ane intersecting n in A. Any line
C of • distinct from A and cop1anar with B is disjoint from A, hence C is a
6-1ine and, by Lemma 10.9, C has· size a (because C is cop1anar with A) and C
has size b (because C is cop1anar with B), a contradiction. Therefore A is the
only 1ine of • coplanar with B, and so any p1ane containin9 Band distinct
from n intersects a in exact1y one point. This, together with Lemma 10.9,
imp1ies that

PB - 1 = v'/b = a(t-l) (4)

By Lemmas 10.8 and 10.9, n contains at 1east one 1ine B' disjoint from B
and having size b. Let a ~ n be a p1ane containing Band let n be the number
of 1ines of a which are distinct from Band cop1anar with B' (such aline
being necessarily a 6-1ine, O ~ n ~ t-l). Moreover, since a p1ane containing
B' must intersect a in a 1ine or in a point, we have

PB' - 1 = v'/b = n + b(t-1-n)

(4) and (5) yield

a(t-l) + n(b-l) = b(t-1) where n , O ,

contradicting the assumption a > b.

(5)

ProPQsition 10.5. If 5 = S· contains two 6-~ines af different sizes, then 5 = 5'8.

Ld
Pmof.va> b be two sizes of 6-1ines and Jet n be a 6-plane. Since a11 6-planes
are isomorphic, n contains aline of size a and aline of size b. By Lemmas
10.8 and 10.9, there is a partition of n into lines of size a and a partition
of n into lines of size b. Since a > b, any line L of n which does not belong
to any of these two partitions is necessari1y disjoint from at 1east one line
of size b in the second partition, and so L has size b by Lemma 10.10. Moreover,
by Lemma 10.10 again, in the p1ane n, every line of size b must intersect every
line of size a. Therefore n contains exactly v' = ab points, and every point of
n is on exactly one 6-line of size a, on exactly a 6-lines of size band has
degree r' = a+1 in n. It fol10ws that the 6-1ines of size a partition 5 and are
pairwise coplanar.

Let A be aline of size a in n. By Lemma 10.9, the number PA of planes
containing A is given by

PA = l + v' la = l+b
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Let L be a transversal line disjoint from A. Eaeh of the ~ points of L is on
a unique ~-line of size a and the union of these ~ lines is a plane À.

Sinee ~ is the only direetion of planes in S, every plane eontaining A inter
seets the .plane À and this interseetion is neeessarily a ~-line of size a.
Thus every plane eontaining A interseets the line L, and so

PA = l + v'la = l+b = ~ (6)

Let x be a point of n and let a (resp. a) be a plane eontaining x and
interseeting n in a line A (resp. B) of size a (resp. b). We shall eount the
number n(x.a} (resp. n(x.a)} of planes interseeting a (resp. a) in the point
x only. Let n' I n be a ~-plane and let A' = n' n a, B' = n' n a. Sinee any
plane interseeting a in the point x only interseets n'in aline disjoint
from A' and sinee all lines of n' whieh are disjoint from A' have size a
and are eoplanar with A, we have

n(x,a) = O (7)

On the other hand, the number of planes (distinet from n) eontaining B is
v'/b = a, the number of planes interseeting a in a transversal line passing
through x is IB' I(r'-l) = ba, and the total number planes (distinet from n)

passing through x is equal to the number a2+b of lines in n'. Therefore

n(x,a) = a2 + b - ba - a (8)

Sinee any plane of S belongs to ~ or is a (resp. a) or interseets a (resp.
s) in a 6-1ine or intersects a (resp. 6) in a transversal line or intersects

a (resp. a) in a single point, the total number p of planes of S is given
respeeti ve ly by

p = I~I + l + 1~I(v'/a-l) + a2(r'-1) + laln(X,a}

= I~I + l + 1~I(v'/b-l) + b2(r'-1) + laln(x,a)

from whieh it follows, by (7) and (8), that

~(b-l) + a3 = ~(a-l) + b2a + b~(a2 + b - ab - a}

Using (6), we get, after simplifieation by a-b I O and a-l I O ,

b2 = a+1 (9)

Let 8" be aline of n' disjoint from B'. The number of planes containing B" is
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where l ~ m ~ t denotes the number of lines of B which are coplanar with B"
By (6), (g) and (lO), we get

m{b-l) = b

and so m = b = 2, a = t = 3 and ISI = 18.
Therefore every transversal line has size 3, every 6-plane is the union of
two disjoint lines of size 3 and the planes not belonging to 6 are punctured
projective planes of order 2 or affine planes of order 3 ·according as their
6-lines have size 2 or 3. This implies that the linear space S is a Fischer
space of 18 points. Moreover, it 1s easy to check that the sma11est linear
subspace of S containing a punctured projective pIane n of order 2 and a
point x ~ n joined to a point of n by aline of size 3 is S itself. Buekenhout
[lO) has proved that a Fischer space of 18 points having this property is
necessarily isomorphic to F18 . Moreover, there is a unique way to provi de
F18 with pl~nes isomorphic to those of S. The planar space S18 constructed
in this way from F18 has the required properties.

Proposition 10.6. If S = S· and if all ò-lines have the same size a~ then 5 ~8

obtained f~om PG(3,a) by de~eting a ~ine.

FroOf. Any 6-plane n is a Steiner system S(2.a,v'). Thus, if we denote by b'
the number of lines of n and by r' the degree of any point in n. we have

and
v' = r'(a-l) + (11 )

(12)

Let a be a pIane not belonging to 6 and let x E a. Counting in the same way
as in Lemma 10.14 the number n(X,a) of planes of S intersecting a in the
point x only, we have

n(X,a) = b' - a(r'-l) - v'la (13)

and so the tota 1 number p of P1anes of S i 5

P = H' 1 + t(v')a - 1) + a2(r'-1) + atn(x.a) (14)

On the other hand, every pIane not belonging to 6 intersects n in aline and
every line of n is contained in exactly v'la planes not belonging to Ò. so
that

(15)
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Let A' 'be aline of n disjoint from A = n n a. The number of p1anes containing
A' is given by

l + v'la = n + a(t-n) (16)

where 1 ~ n ~ t is the number of 1ines of a which are coplanar with A'.

Using (11), (16) becOmes

r' = (ta2 - a - l)/(a-l) - na (17)

which imp1ies a-l [t-2 > O
and so a-l ( t-2.

On the other hand, the degree a+1 of a point in a cannot be less than the size
t of a transversal 1ine, and so

a+1 ~ t

These two inequa1ities imp1y that

t = a+1
and (17) becomes

r' = a2 - (n-2)a+1

(18)

(19)

From (13), (14), (15), (11), (12) and (18), we deduce, after some straight
forward computation,

(r'-1)(r'-a-1)(r' - a2 - a) = O

and so
r' = l, a+1 or a2+A
r' = l is c1ear1y impossib1e and r' = a2+a contradicts (19). Therefore
r' = a+l and the 4-p1anes are affine planes of order a. The p1anes not
be10nging to 4 have exact1y ta = a(a+1) points and are punctured projective
p1anes of order a. It is now a simple matter to deduce that S is obtained
fram P~(3,a) by de1eting one 1ine.

Proposition 10.7. If S ~ SlI, then S - SlI contains at Zeast four nor:-aoplanar

points.

Proof. Suppose on the contrary that S - SlI is contained in a p1ane a.

Consider first the case where 141 = 2. Let n and n' be the two ò-p1anes.
Since any plane which is not in 4 intersects both n and fl' in a 1ine, A = n n a
and A' = n' n a are two 4-1ines. The .planes (distinct from n) containing A
determine a partition of n' into 1ines. If this partition contains two lines
A" and A'" distinct from A', then AU A" and A u' A'" are two-planes of S because
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every point of S - S· is in the plane a. Let x E n-A. The plane <x,A'''> must
interseet the plane A u A", but this is impossible sinee A and A'" are eoplanar.
Therefore n' = A' u BI, where 8' is aline of nl disjoint fram Al and A U BI is

a plane of S. Similarly n = A u B, where B is aline of n disjoint from A and
A' u B is a plane of S. The planes A u B' and A' u B are disjoint, eontradieting
the assumption that n and n'are the only disjoint planes in S.

Suppose now that 161 = t >. 3. Let xl' x2 be any two points of a 6-plane n.
If n' and n" are two 6-planes distinet from n and if xl is a point of n", the
lines passing through Xl and interseeting n determine, bY Corollary 10.2. l, an

isomorphism ~l from n onto n'. Let xi = ~l(xl) and let x2 be the point of inter
seetion of the line ~x2,xi> with the plane n". The lines passing through x2and
interseeting n' determine an isornorphism ~ from n' onto n. Sinee ~2 o ~l is an
automorphism of n mapping Xl on x2' all points of n have the same degree r'.

Let A = n n a and let ~ be a plane eontaining A, distinet from n and a.
Lemma 10.2 implies that any two eoplanar A-lines eontained in two distinet
6-planes have the same size. Therefore, for any point x E a· = a n s· and for
any point y E a,

n(X,a) = b' - a(r'-l) - v'fa = n(y,a) (20)

where a = IAI and v' (resp. b') is the number of points (resp. of lines) in a
6-plane. Counting in two ways the number p of planes in S, we get

p = t+l + t(v'fa-l) + a2(r'-1) + laln(y,a)

= t+l + t(v'fa-l) + a2(r'-1) +Ia·ln(x,a) + " • n(Z,a) +. " • (PL-1)
ZEo-a. Lora

where PL denotes the number of planes eontaining the line L. Using (20) and
the faet that 10·1 = lal = ta, this implies

" • n(z,a) + " • (PL-l) = O
ZCQ-cx Lo::t-a

Sinee n(z,a) >. O and PL -l >. l for every line L c a-a·, we conclude that
n(z,a) = O for every point z E a-a· and that there is no line eontained in
a-a·. On the other hand, by Lemma 10.a, there is aline B of n disjoint from
A. If z E a-a·, the plane <B,z> is disjoint from A, thus also from a·. There
fore, either <B,z> interseets a in the point z only and n(z,a) F O, or <B,z>
interseets a in aline eontained in a-a·. In both eases, we have a contradiction.
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